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Stellingen behorend bij het proefschrift van Joost Nieveen
EDDY COVARIANCE AND SCINTILLATION MEASUREMENTS OF ATMOSPHERIC
EXCHANGE PROCESSES OVER DIFFERENT TYPES OF VEGETATION

1. De uitwisseling van kooldioxide van veengebieden met de atmosfeer wordt in hoge mate
bepaald door het bodemklimaat (Dit proefschrift).
2. Het parametriseren van atmosferische uitwisselingsprocessen van veengebieden voor
klimaatmodellen is door de grote mondiale verscheidenheid een uitdagende opdracht (Dit
proefschrift).
3. Langjarige eddy-covariantie metingen van de uitwisseling van kooldioxide van
ecosystemen leveren een grotere toegevoegde waarde als micrometeorologen,
plantfysiologen, biochemici, modelleurs en experimentalisten meer samenwerken
(Baldocchi, D.D., Valentini, R., Running, S., Oechel, W. and Dahlman, R.: 1996,
'Strategies for measuring and modelling carbon dioxide and water vapour fluxes over
terrestrial ecosystems', Global Change Biololy., 2, 159-168).
4. Het gebruik van de 940 nm golflengte voor de scintillometer met grote openingshoek kan
vooral onder (bijna) neutrale en stabiele atmosferische omstandigheden tot aanzienlijke
fouten leiden bij het bepalen van de structuurparameter van temperatuur uit de
structuurparameter van brekingsindex (Dit proefschrift).
5. De uit de zeventiger jaren stammende gewasfactoren voor het bepalen van de "potentiele"
gewasverdamping uit de referentieverdamping volgens Makkink zijn nodig aan een
algemene periodieke keuring toe.
6. De gemoedstoestand "druk-druk-druk" is geen psychisch probleem maar een probleem
voor en door de maatschappij.
7. Een

sterke

reductie

van

het

gebruik

van

de

hoeveelheid

chemische

gewasbeschermingsmiddelen in de landbouw kan bereikt worden door rekening te houden
met de (verwachte) weersomstandigheden (Wartena, L. en Bouma, E.: 1998, Agrarisch
weerboek; Optimaal inspelen op alle weersomstandigheden, Roodbont, Zutphen, pp. 176)
8. De enige oplossing voor de uitbreiding van Schiphol is het verplaatsen van de omliggende
woonkernen naar de Flevopolder.
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CHAPTER 1
•
D

•
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
1.1.Background
The exchange of energy and mass is of crucial importance to life on earth. Energy is the
driving force for the biogeochemical cycles of e.g. carbon and water, which in turn play
important roles in the functioning of our weather and climate. In the carbon cycle, carbon
dioxide isfixed bythe biosphere intocarbohydrates, using solar energy and releasing oxygen
to the atmosphere. Vice versa, oxidation of organic compounds supplies energy to the
biosphere, releasing carbon dioxideback intotheatmosphere attheexpense of oxygen. In the
water cycle,water vapour is transferred from thebiosphere tothe atmosphere by evaporation.
Global redistribution of both latent and sensible energy as generated at the surface results in
the atmospheric circulation of air i.e. weather andclimate (Schmugge & Andre, 1991).In the
process, latent energy is released and precipitation will transport water from the atmosphere
back tothebiosphere.
Also, atmospheric carbon dioxide and water vapour are strong absorbers of infrared
radiation. This prevents the earth from cooling to a much lower equilibrium temperature as
would result from the balance of absorbed solar (short wave) radiation and the emitted
terrestrial (long wave) radiation. This so-called 'greenhouse effect' has received much
attention over the past decades, as an increase in these radiatively active gases will probably
cause a global rise in temperature and other shifts in climate forcing. The fact is the
concentrations of green house gases, such as carbon dioxide, have significantly increased.
Since the industrial revolution, thecarbon dioxide concentration in the atmosphere has grown
from 280 ppm to 360 ppm (Cowan et al, 1994). By the end of the next century this figure
may again have doubled as predicted by the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
(Houghton etal., 1995).
Sound comprehension of the energy and mass cycles and their effect on climate
1

dynamics is crucial to understanding, predicting and anticipating ecological changes due to
possible future climate perturbations (Baldocchi et ai, 1996). Direct and long-term flux
density measurements of greenhouse gases from ecosystems provide means to supply such
fundamental knowledge. These data could then be used to calculate the annual net exchange
of for example carbon dioxide and water vapour from these ecosystems, and understand the
biological and climate processes responsible for the exchange at canopy scale (Wolfsy et ai,
1993;Baldocchi etai, 1996;Tans etai, 1996).For theglobal cycles,however, extrapolating
from canopy flux density measurements to global cycles leads to practical and theoretical
problems (Jarvis & McNaughton, 1986; Parry et ai, 1988) as the interactions between
different spatial scalesbecomeimportant (Garratt, 1993;Jacobs, 1994).

1.2.Fromcanopy toglobalscales
Climate refers to a long-term mean state of the atmosphere over a range of spatial scales
(Garratt, 1992), interacting through complex non-linear feedback mechanisms (e.g.
Shuttleworth, 1988; Jacobs, 1994). At the canopy scale the surface energy balance (e.g.
Garratt, 1992)isgiven by:
Rn-G =H +XE+AS.

(1.1)

Here Rn is the net radiation, Gthe soil heat flux density, H the sensible heat flux density, XE
the latent heat flux density and AS the integrated energy storage term over the canopy, all
expressed in [W m"2]. Generally, AS is neglected, but could become important in special
cases,such asduring nighttime exchangeprocesses (Jacobs etai, 1996).The redistribution of
the available energy (Rn-G) in sensible and latent heat depends on the soil, surface and
atmospheric conditions and is related totheexchange of carbon dioxide and other trace gases
through micrometeorological, biogeochemical and eco-physiological principles (e.g. Schimel
etai, 1991,Baldocchi &Meyers, 1997).
The soil-vegetation-atmosphere exchange of water vapour and carbon dioxide from
different types of homogeneous (vegetated) surfaces has been and still is a primary research
topic in meteorology, plant physiology and hydrology. In the early days, plant physiologists
focussed on stomatal control of carbon dioxide and water vapour exchange, where the first
experiments date back to the eighteenth century (Jarvis & McNaughton, 1986).
Meteorologists, on the other hand, approached these processes from a physical rather than a
physiological angle.Thestateoftheatmospheric boundary layer(ABL)wasbelieved tobethe

driving force for the surface exchange processes, first demonstrated by Thornthwaite (Jarvis
& McNaughton, 1986). Today, many environmental and plant related factors have been
shown to influence stomatal behaviour and with it the exchange carbon dioxide and water
vapour at canopy scale (see e.g. Meidner &Mansfield, 1968;Ruimy et al. 1995;Farquhar et
al. 1980;Losch &Tenhunen, 1981;Schulze etal.,1987).
Often stomatal response demonstrates a highly non-linear relationship with these
factors. For example, stomata generally close at low and open at high light intensities
(Meidner & Mansfield, 1968). At the same time, the stomatal sensitivity to low light
intensities isoften greater than athigh intensities (Burrows &Millthorpe, 1976)depending on
the physiological and growth conditions of the canopy and other environmental factors
(Ruimy etal, 1995).Furthermore, complex feedback mechanisms between these factors can
enhance or reduce stomatal response to a single factor. For instance, surface temperature and
vapour pressure deficit, are often closely related. High surface temperatures increase the
speed of stomatal movement andthefinal sizeof thestomatal aperture (Meidner & Mansfield,
1968; Burrows & Millthorpe, 1976), for some species even above the optimum temperature
for photosynthesis (Schulze &Hall, 1982), for many plant species above 30 °C (Farquhar et
al, 1980; Losch & Tenhunen, 1981). At the same time, high surface temperatures often
coincide with high vapour pressure deficits which in turn can reduce carbon dioxide uptake
due to an reduction in stomatal conductance (Losch &Tenhunen, 1981;Grantz, 1990;Jacobs
et al, 1996). The interaction of environmental and plant related factors, thus, have a large
impact ontheexchange ofmass andenergy from thecanopy andwith itonthelocalclimate.
In sparsely vegetated surfaces, interaction between the composing surface elements
such as small plants, grassy patches and bare soil lead to more complicated conditions
affecting the local climate. Besides the relations described above, advection and the
positioning of the instruments become important experimental issues (Verhoef, 1995).
Interaction effects of theindividual patches only disappear higherupinthe surface layer, well
abovethecanopy elements (Van den Hurk, 1996).Depending onthehorizontal scale of larger
inhomogeneities other than described above, the ABL could be affected, and with it, the
regional climate. Shuttleworth (1988) and later Raupach (1991) distinguished two classes of
larger scale heterogeneous surfaces depending on the horizontal scale, 'disorganised' or
'microscaleheterogeneity' and 'organised' or 'mesoscale heterogeneity', respectively.
In case of the so-called microscale heterogeneities (~1 km), the surface changes are
disorganised at ascale lessthan 10km (Shuttleworth, 1988).Here local advection becomesof
major importance to the measurements of surface flux densities. Sudden changes in surface

characteristics lead tothedevelopment of anInternal Boundary Layer (IBL)in which the flow
adapts to the new surface (e.g. Kaimal & Finnigan, 1994; Kroon & De Bruin, 1993; Bink,
1996) and surface fluxes are not in equilibrium with the underlying surface. An increase or
decrease in drag when passing from one patch to the other enhances or reduces the exchange
of momentum and indirectly the flux densities of heat and gases from the surface to the
atmosphere (Claussen &Klaassen, 1992;Klaassen &Claussen, 1995). Atthe landscape scale
(-1-10 km), much of the variability in flux densities of the individual surface patches are
smoothed out within theABL (Raupach, 1991;Kruijt, 1994, Wieringa, 1986). However, the
areally averaged flux densities arenotexpected tobe asimple average of theequilibrium flux
densitiesfrom theindividual patches (Mason, 1988;Klaassen, 1992).
For the so-called mesoscale heterogeneity, the organised surface patches (> 10 km)
develop independent ABL's, each with its own characteristics fully adapted to the underlying
surface (Andreetal., 1986;Raupach, 1991).Herenature-or land-usechangescould affect the
ABL flux densities, together with the climate at the scale of the changes (Garratt, 1992). For
example, a decrease in transpiration will cause a relatively dry and warm ABL. At the same
time a warmer ABL will increase the vapour pressure deficit stimulating transpiration. Thus,
interactions of non-linear processes at different scales govern the exchange of heat and gases
from the surface. As Jacobs (1994) pointed out, the regional scale (horizontal scale -10-100
km)withmesoscale heterogeneity providesthelinkbetween global scale andlocal processes.

1.3.TheSLIMMproject
1.3.1.General
TheSurface Layer Integeration Measurements andModelling (SLIMM) project was setupto
investigate the soil-vegetation-atmosphere exchange of momentum, heat and carbon dioxide
at the landscape scale (-10 km). At this scale the exchange processes are highly non-linear
(Mason, 1988; Klaassen, 1992) due to interaction between the composing elements of the
landscape. This co-operative research project between theFree University of Amsterdam, the
University of Groningen and the Wageningen Agricultural University (WAU), took place
during 1994and 1995in thenorth of theNetherlands (Lat. 53°00' N,Long. 6°23' W, Alt.+l 1
m)asindicated inFigure 1.1.Threepatches with horizontal scales of akilometre were chosen
onaSWtoNEtransect, alongtheprevailing wind direction.

Figure 1.1: Location of the experimental area in the north of the Netherlands (Lat. 53°00' N,
Long. 6°23' W, Alt. +11 m)as indicated by thesolid square.

These patches contained three main types of surface cover, namely: peat bog tussock
grassland, amixedconiferous-deciduous forest andan agricultural/horticultural areaas shown
inFigure 1.2.
2 km
-4

1.5 km
•^

Tussock grass

2.5 km
>•<

Forest

•

Agricultural land

Figure 1.2: Position and typical dimensions of the 3 measuring sites. From the Southwest to
the Northeast we find a peat bog tussock grassland (Wageningen Agricultural University), a
mixed coniferous/deciduous forest (University of Groningen) and agricultural/horticultural
land (Free University of Amsterdam), respectively.

Over these sites, the local flux densities of radiation, momentum and heat, both sensible and
latent were measured using the eddy covariance and/or Bowen ratio technique. For an
evaluation of the areally averaged flux densities,ABL observations were made using a Radio
Acoustic Sounding System (RASS) and Sound Detection and Ranging (SODAR)technique.
Combination of the local and ABL measurements should then result in a new averaging
concept for scaling up local observations to areal averages for General Circulation Models
(GCM's)basedontheconceptof 'blendingheight' (Wieringa, 1986).

1.3.2.Thecontribution andobjectives ofthe WAV
The site of WAU was located at Southwest site of the SW to NE transect. The so-called
Fochtelooer area is one of the largest peat bog relicts in the Netherlands. Since 1985, 1700
hectares of this peat bog were dammed to increase the water table that should result in
regeneration of the original peat bog ecosystem. Underneath the tussock grassland surface, a
saturated, dark-brown layer of peat presented itself. In this area instruments were set up to
determine theexchange processes between thesurface andtheatmosphere.
Apart from the peat bog experiment, two short scintillation experiments were carried
out over pasture in co-operation with the Environmental Physics Group of the Horticultural
Research Institute in Kerikeri,New Zealand.
Themain objectives were:
• Direct and continuous long-term measurements of the surface flux densities of radiation,
momentum, heat, water vapour and carbon dioxide to study the effect of biological and
climatic processes that regulate carbon dioxide exchange of this ecosystem at the canopy
scale.
• Long-term eddy covariance measurements of the water vapour and carbon dioxide flux
densities to study the effect of plant related and environmental conditions on the
interaction of carbon dioxideandwater vapourexchange.
• To study the possibilities of the large aperture scintillation technique to measure the
spatially averaged momentum and sensibleheat flux density.
• To study the ability of the large aperture scintillation technique to produce reliable
measurements of thescatteringprocessduetorefractive index fluctuations.
1.4. Organisation ofthethesis
In Chapter 2 detailed information is given on the experimental site and instruments used
during the experimental period in 1994 and 1995.Besides, athorough description is given of
the canopy structure during the growing season of the year. The complete data set is used to
study the general effect of temperature, leaf area index, light and vapour pressure deficit on
theexchange of carbon dioxide during various periods of the year. Somegeneral relationships
are deduced that might be used to study the effect of future perturbations in climate and
ecology ortofill gaps inthedata set.Finally theecosystem carbon balance isestablished for a
limited period oftimeunderthecurrentclimateconditions.

Chapter 3reports on the interaction between flux densities of carbon dioxide and water
vapour from the canopy. For a selection of months, the monthly averaged course of carbon
dioxide and water vapour flux densities are shown. Special attention ispaid tothe interaction
of temperature and vapour pressure deficit and its effect on the surface flux densities during
the summer period. The influence of the surface cover and leaf area index is expressed in
terms of surface resistance, water use efficiency and the Q decoupling factor of Jarvis &
McNaughton(1986).
Ashort introduction tothe scintillation technique isgiven inChapter 4. Itdeals with the
basic principles of propagation of electromagnetic radiation through aturbulent medium. The
resulting scintillation of light is processed by a scintillometer and is represented as the
refractive index structure parameter C„2. From C,,2, the sensible heat flux density can be
obtained. However todoso,compromising point measurements must be incorporated.
Chapter 5 addresses the prospect of obtaining the spatial averaged momentum and
sensible heat flux densities from two large aperture scintillometers at different heights. A
limitation of the current scintillation methods is that none provide kilometre scale pathaveraged sensible heat flux without incorporating compromising point measurements of the
friction velocity u* or alternatively the average wind speed combined with a measure of the
roughness length. The presumption that such measurements are representative of the entire
transect usually holds for homogeneous surface cover but may not be valid for 'disorganised'
or 'microscale heterogeneity' terrain. To assert scintillometers can determine path-averaged
flux densities at landscape scales, and for them to successfully characterise surface flux
densities overaheterogeneous surface will requireresolution ofthisissue.
Chapter 6 focuses on the scintillation technique and its ability to measure the areally
averaged flux density of sensible heat. In the operating bandwidth of the large aperture
scintillometer, around 940 nm, the refractive index of the atmosphere is most sensitive to
temperature fluctuations. Unfortunately, numerous absorption lines of water vapour around
this wavelength cause extra scintillation. This effect is shown for the first time for infrared
wavelengths. It causes an apparent increase in the observed sensible heat flux density
especially during near neutral andstableconditions.
In chapter 7, the general conclusions are given, including some recommendations for
future research.
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2.1. Introduction
The global budget of radiatively active gases such as carbon dioxide (C02) is at present not
fully understood. Because knowledge of this budget is essential in understanding climate
dynamics and possible future climate changes, the global carbon budget has been identified
by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) as one of the priority research
topics (Houghton etai, 1995;seealsoSpence &Townsend, 1995).Thestrong need for direct
and long-term measurements of CO2 and water vapour exchange between miscellaneous
ecosystems and the atmosphere was also emphasised at a Workshop on Strategies for Longterm Studies of CO2and Water Vapour Fluxes over Terrestrial Ecosystems (Baldocchi et ai,
1996).
Peat in the Northern Hemisphere's wetlands contains about one third of the worlds
carbon pool (Gorham, 1991). Lately, many regions in the arctic tundra have changed from
sinks to sources for CO2(Oechel et ai, 1993) and although more and more information is
available on the exchange of CO2 over peatland ecosystems (e.g. Coyne & Kelley, 1975;

Oechel etal., 1993;Neumann etal., 1994;Beverland etal, 1996),more is needed as results
can not simply be generalised. Reasons for this arefor example the different (soil) climateof
the sites (e.g. arctic, subarctic or temperate with different water tables), the different types of
vegetation (e.g. Sphagnumspp. or vascular plants) and the different measurement techniques
(e.g.thechambermethod andaerodynamicmethod).
In this paper we report on the CO2exchange of a former true raised bog, during a one
and a half year experiment in the North of the Netherlands. The experiment was done within
the framework of the Surface Layer Integration Measurements and Modelling project
(SLIMM)(Vugts etal, 1994).Theeddycovariance technique,used intheexperiment, allows
thedirect measurement of massandenergy transfer ataheight abovethesurface resulting ina
spatially integrated flux density.Data aggregated duringthisperiod canbeused togetabetter
understanding of the biological and climatic processes that regulate CO2 exchange of this
ecosystem at the canopy scale. Also, they might be used to study the effect of future
perturbations inclimateandecology ofcurrentlyundisturbed trueraisedpeatbogs.

2.2.Material and Methods
2.2.1. Sitedescription
In the years 1994 and 1995, a meteorological field experiment was carried out in the
Fochtelooer area, a disturbed raised peat bog in the north of the Netherlands (Lat. 53° 00' N,
Long. 6°23' W, Alt. +11 m). Until 1980, Dutch peat bogs were used for fuel production and
in an extensive part of the Netherlands peat was cut. For different reasons the Fochtelooer
area was never largely affected by cutting, although drainage had a large impact on this peat
bog ecosystem. Due to these influences, the area can be classified as peat relicts of a former
true raised bog (Gore, 1983 and Schouwenaars & Vink, 1990). In 1985, the remaining area
wasdammed toincrease thewatertable,which should result inregeneration of thepeatbog.
Tussocks of varying dimensions covered the actual peat soil asschematically illustrated
in Figure 2.1. The area taken by the individual tussocks differed from 20 cm2 to more than 1
m~. The average height of the tussocks is approximately 0.4 m. A layer (0.1 m) of dead
organic material from the previous growing seasons covered the tussocks and the hollows in
between. The dominating plant species around theexperimental site wasMoliniacaerulea(>
75% of the vegetation) but in the Fochtelooer area other species such as: Eriophorum
vaginatum,Callunavulgarisand Ericatetralix,were also evident (Altenburg etal., 1993).In
sections that were permanently over-saturated Sphagnumspp. (<1%of the vegetation) were

present. In the hollows, shallow pools of open water could be observed. These differed in
dimension from decimetres up to a few hundred metres. Many of these pools were strongly
sheltered bythesurrounding vegetation.
The growing season of Moliniacaeruleaextended from the beginning of May through
totheend of October. During thisperiod,green shoots grew uptoaheight of 1.2 mabove the
tussock. FromNovember until thebeginningof May,nogreen shoots werepresent.What was
left above the tussock was the brownish surface of organic material and some brown shoots
standing upright throughout thewinter period. Thetussocks were totally composed of organic
material,mainly roots anddecaying grass,with agradual increase indensity towardsthebase.
Underneath thetussocksisasaturated darkbrown layerof peat;theactual soil surface (Figure
2.1). The depth of this layer varied from 0 to 2.5 m. the measuring site this highly porous
layer was about0.3 mdeep and at greater depth, agrey sandy loam waspresent. Throughout
the seasons, the water table varied, depending on the weather, from 0 to 0.2 m below the
tussock-soil interface butthesoil remained saturated (Graham, 1995).

Molinia
Organic layer
Tussocks

Peat soil

Figure 2.1: Side view of soil-plant-atmosphere interface at the experimental site. Also
indicated are the positions of the Pt-100 temperature sensors (2.5,20, 50, 100cm) and the soil
heat flux plate (5 cm) where the given depths arerelative tothe tussock - peat soil interface.

2.2.2. Instrumentation
Two six metre lattice towers were placed about 20m apart at arepresentative location within
the peat bog. The instruments were set up to determine the exchange processes of carbon
dioxide, water vapour, momentum and heat. All were mounted on the two masts, except for
the soil temperature and heat flux sensors that were placed 5metres next to one of the masts
(see Figure 2.1). Because of the isolated position of the site, the power supply was the
limitingfactor for theexperiment andthemain reason for gapsinthedataset.
The exchange of CO2 was measured using an eddy covariance system. A 3-D sonic
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anemometer and a sampling tube, leading to closed path InfraRed CO2/H2O Gas Analyser
(IRGA), were placed close together, 0.05 m apart (seeTable 2.1for details).The system was
installed on an extendible tube at the top of the lattice tower. Flow distortion caused by the
tower wastherefore minimised.
Table 2.1: Overview of the

sensors, types, manufacturers, heights from the soil surface and

distance from the centre of the

mast, used inthe experiment

Object
Tower 1

Sensor
Sonic anemometer
Thermocouple
C0 2 /H 2 0 Sampling tube
Net radiometer
Pyranometer
Incoming short wave
Pyranometer
Reflected short wave
Infrared gas analyser

Tower 2

Soil

Type
Manufacturer
3-D-Solent Research,
Gill Instruments Ltd., Lymington, UK
Copper-Constantan
Dept. of Meteorology, WAU
Polyethylene, 11.55 m
Inner 00.004m
Funk (or C.S.I.R.O)
Middleton &Company Pty. Ltd., Australia
CM 10
Kipp &Zonen, Delft, The Netherlands
CM 10
Kipp &Zonen, Delft, The Netherlands
LI-6262 C0 2 /H 2 0 Analyser
LI-COR Inc., Lincoln, Nebraska, USA
CGI
Kipp &Zonen, Delft, The Netherlands
CGI
Kipp &Zonen, Delft, The Netherlands

Pyrgeometer
Incoming long wave
Pyrgeometer
Outgoing long wave
3 Psychrometers
Southwest side
3 cup anemometers
West side
Wind vane

-

4 Soil thermometers

Dept. of Meteorology, WAU
PtlOO
Dept. of Meteorology, WAU

Dept. of Meteorology, WAU

-

Dept. of Meteorology, WAU

Height/depth
(m)
8.00

Distance
(m)
0

7.95

0

8.00

0

6.40

1.00

6.40

0.80

6.40

0.80

-

-

6.24

0.75

6.24

0.75

2.01,4.03,
6.09
2.01,4.03,
6.09
6.50

0.66

0

-0.025,
-0.20, -0.50,
-1.00
-0.05

-

0.90

1 Soil heat flux plate

WS31-Cp
TNO, Delft, The Netherlands

Extra

Rain gauge

-

1.20

-

Data
Logging

2 Data loggers

CR21X
Campbell Scientific Inc, Logan, Utah, USA
486-DX2 66 MHz
Escom

-

-

—

—

Laptop computer

For all wind directions thefetch wasmorethan onekilometre.However, between 180270° the terrain was slightly sloped. A pump was used to draw the air from the inlet to the
IRGA at a rate of 10-4 m3s~'.The pump was placed in a way causing the pressure inside the
sampling chambers to be slightly below atmospheric, but minimising the chance of
condensation of water insidethetube.The IRGA ran in absolute mode and was re-calibrated
every week. During thisperiod the analyser's gain typically showed a2to 5%drift. The soda
lime and magnesium perchlorate, used to keep the reference cell free of CO2 and water

vapour, were changed every week. Every week, dry nitrogen from a cylinder was used as a
zero calibration gas for CO2and water vapour, while dry air gas from a cylinder (400-ppm
CO2)wasused as a second reference. An aspirated psychrometer was used as a second water
vapour calibration.
A net radiometer and additional instruments for measuring the four components of the
radiation balance were used and were distributed over the twomasts to avoid shading effects.
Asoil temperature profile andthe soil heat flux density were measured in the actual peat soil,
but not in the organic layer between the soil surface and the atmosphere (see Figure 2.1).
During the growing season, the leaf area index (LAI)was measured every week (see Section
2.4). Occasionally other measurements were performed, such as the heat conductivity of the
soil, tussock and organic top layer with a thermal conductivity probe (Heusinkveld et al,
1992). Table 2.1 lists the instruments and their position relative to the soil surface and the
centreof themast.
2.2.3.Dataacquisitionand -processing
Alltheinstruments weresampled at0.25Hz,exceptfor theeddy covariance system.Every 30
minutes thedata were averaged and stored indata loggers for laterprocessing. The 3-D sonic
anemometer was sampled at 20.8 Hz. Analog inputs from the IRGA and thermocouple,
connected to the sonic interface, were sampled at a lower frequency. The resolvable input
frequency of the analog inputswasnofaster than 5Hz.
Rawdataof the eddycovariance system was stored on aPC andprocessed later, usinga
first order recursive digital filter with atimeconstant of 200 seconds (McMillen, 1988).Here
a moving average was subtracted from theevery sample to get the fluctuating value of all the
measured components. A software program (Van den Hurk, 1996) performed the necessary
corrections, including: co-ordinaterotation (McMillen, 1986),Webbcorrections (Webbet ai,
1980) and frequency response corrections (Moore, 1986), needed for the calculation of the
half hour averaged flux densities. To test the quality of the data the power and co-spectra of
the eddy covariance measurements were checked and the ability to close the surface energy
balance. The latter, the available energy (Rn-G) versus the sum of the sensible heat (H)and
latent heat (A.E) flux density were excellently fitted with a linear regression line described by
Rn-G =0.92(H+XE) [Wrrf2] (R2=0.91; N= 1641).
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2.2.4.Plantmeasurements
During the 1994-growing season, the course of leaf area index {LAI)was observed. For the
measurements we used the amount of one-sided green leaf area per square metre of ground
area for the determination of the LAI. In principle we measured, then multiplied, the areal
density of theleavesbythemean areaoftheleaf.
The irregular surface and tussock structure made it necessary to carry out a large
number of measurements that would average out small-scale variations. These data were
obtained as follows. Three sampling patches were chosen, to perform the leaf area
measurements. These patches were located about 50mapart, surrounding the site.Each patch
represented atypical feature of the soil surface, such asextremely wet, relatively dry or many
pools of shallow open water and was sampled every three weeks. For the measurements, we
only considered Molinia caerulea; the dominant plant species in the area (>75% of the
vegetation) (Altenburg etal., 1993).
To calculate the average leaf area unbiased from a patch, 100 shoots were picked. A
hand-held scanner was used to determine the area of every individual leaf using a computer
program giving an average leaf area.Furthermore,theaverage numberof leaves from 25plots
of 0.09 m"wereused todetermine theaverage leaf density of thepatch.The average leaf area
was then multiplied by the average leaf density, to obtain the LAI for a particular patch as
shown in Figure2.2.
2.3. Results
2.3.1.Leafareaindex
Figure 2.2 shows the measured course of the LAI of the three patches during the growing
season of 1994 (Goedee, 1995). In this particular year the first green leaves became visible
around the first of May (± 1week).The maximum LAIof approximately 1.7, coincided with
the flowering of the grass around mid August. After this stage the vegetation died off and by
theend of October (± 1 week) all the green leaves had turned brown. Thebrown leaves partly
stand upright and partly add to the layer of organic material covering the tussocks and
hollows. The LAI was measured only during the growing season of 1994. For 1995 the
assumption was made that the LAI followed the same trend, except for a different timing of
the onset and end of the growing season and maximum LAI. The periods in which the first
shoots became visible (± 1 week),the grassflowered (± 1 week) and the all leaves had turned
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Figure 2.2: Course of the leaf area index (LAI) for three patches around experimental site
during the growing season of 1994.Also indicated are the growth stages of Molinia caerulea.

brown (± 1 week) were recorded for 1995.

2.3.2.DiurnalCO2 exchange
Figure 2.3 shows the net CO2flux density (Fc), the incoming global radiation (Rs) and the
soil temperature at2.5 cmand airtemperature at2mfor tworepresentative days inthe winter
and summer of 1995 (Day 34 and 180 on the day of year calendar). Day 34 (solid circles
Figure 2.3) is an example of a typical day in winter time. For this day the absence of green
vegetation and therefore of photosynthesis, isclearly demonstrated. During day and night, the
peat bog shows a small positive (upward) flux density of the order of 0.02 mg CO2 m~2s~'
(0.45 nmol C0 2 m"2 s"1)with a maximum of 0.06 mg C0 2 m"2 s"1 (1.35 umol COz m~2 s"')
and a net daily carbon dioxide flux density 2.0 g CO2 m~2 d_1 (45 mmol CO2m~2 d_1). Rs
peaksaround 14:00handhasamaximumof 138Wrrf2 (314umolPAR m~2s '). The2mair
temperature ranges from 0.5 °Cduring thenight to 8°Cduring daylight hours (07:00- 16:30
h), while the 2.5 cm temperature of the actual peat soil hardly changes. The loss of C0 2 is
probably solely caused by biochemical oxidation of organic matter, i.e. soil respiration. In
contrast with other observations (e.g. Greco & Baldocchi, 1996), a diurnal pattern in
respiration is almost absent. This can probably be explained by the fact that in our case the
soil temperature isalmostconstant duringday andnight.
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Day 180(open circles Figure 2.3)displays a characteristic day during summer. The
incoming global radiation peaks around 12:00hwith amaximum value of875Wrrf (1990
umol PARirf2 s~').Theestimated LAIon day 180from Figure 2.1 is about 1,whilethe
maximum daytime C0 2 flux density is-0.20 mg CO2rrf2 s~'(^1.5 |J,mol CO2m2 s"1). The
net daily CO2flux density equals -4.0 gCO2m"2d"1(-90mmol CO2rrf2 s"1),i.e. anetgain
of C0 2 . At 06:00 h Fcbecomes negative (netC0 2 uptake). From 06:00 until 07:00 h,Fc
increases (more negative) with increasing Rs,butshows nodistinct trend from 07:00 huntil
16:00 h as found byothers (e.g. Neumann etal, 1994). Towards theevening, Fcstarts to
diminish again (lessnegative) with decreasingRs and becomes positive again around 19:00h.
The average nocturnal efflux ofC0 2 onday 180is 1.0umol C0 2 rrf2 s_l (0.045 mg C0 2 rrf2
s~'),but showsaremarkable positive peak at05:30 h.This phenomenon, which was observed
quite regularly, couldbeexplained asfollows.
The CO2 produced bythesoil is released totheatmosphere, where turbulence, both
mechanically and buoyancy driven, may effectively mix the C0 2 intothe ambient air,causing
an upward flux. However, under stable conditions thetussock surface andtheatmosphereat
the measuring height become de-coupled. Asa result, there will be a build upof CO2as
turbulent transport away from thesurface isprevented. Theobserved peak inFcat 05:30h
may therefore well beexplained bythe release of CO2 respired during theprevious hours.
This releaseisrelated toasudden increase inturbulence (w« changes inonehour from 0.01to
0.28 ms~') andtheresulting transport ofCO2away from thesurface. Similar observation were
made inforest canopies (e.g.Wofsy etal., 1993; Greco &Baldocchi, 1996).
2.3.3.Seasonal variationsofC02 exchange
2.3.3.1. Carbon balance
Figure 2.4 shows the seasonal variation inthenetcarbon dioxide flux density forthepeat bog
area, where the net monthly CO2flux density is calculated from the half hourly spatially
averaged netdaytime andnighttime flux densities. Thehatched bars represent months with
almost full datacoverage,that is,alldays without data gapsusedto compute the average. The
blank bars represent monthly averages based onlimited data, e.g.only part ofthemonthor
scattered days within amonth. Months with nodata are also indicated. These were causedby
power deficiency ormalfunctioning ofthe IRGA. Theassumption ismade that thepossible
stored nocturnally respired C0 2 , during periods with insufficient turbulent mixing, will
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Figure 2.4: Monthly variation in the mean net CO2 flux density from the disturbed peat bog.
Open bars indicate averages from a limited numberof data.

eventually bemixed andtherefore beincorporated inthenetCO2fluxdensity.
During 3 months (June, July & August) of the year the peat bog behaved as a sink of
CO2.During thisperiod the average daytime uptake of CO2by the vegetation was larger than
theaverage respiratory losses of CO2 bytheplant and soil.Thedifference inthenetreleaseof
CO2duringAugust 94and95probably reflects theeffect of theinter-annual variability of the
environmental conditions on the carbon balance. Such conditions include soil water status,
soil and air temperature and the development of the vegetation. Both the 2m air temperature
and 2.5 cm soil temperature were on average 2 degrees higher in August 1995. This might
have led to higher soil and plant respiration (see Section 2.3.3.3). The rest of the year, from
September until May, the peat bog was a source of C0 2 . Themonthly averaged net exchange
rates, ranged from -0.068 mg C0 2 m"2 s"1(-1.5 umol C0 2 m"2s"1)inJuly 1994to0.024 mg
C0 2 m"2s"1(0.54 [imol C0 2 m~2s"1)in December 1994.From November 1994 to November
1995, the area released approximately 97 g C0 2 m"2 y_1(265 kg C ha - ' y"'), i.e. during this
period the peat bog behaved as a source of CO2. Oechel et al. (1993) reported on wholeecosystem CO2fluxdensity measurements inAlaskaover 5seasonsusing achamber method.
The ecosystems investigated by these authors also showed a net release of CO2 during this
period, ranging from 34gCm~2y~' for the wet coastal tundrasites to 156gCm~2y"1for the
drier tussock tundra sites. They subscribed the change from CO2 sink to CO2 source to
enhanced drainage, and soil aeration and a decrease in the water table. The values found in
their study are similar toours.Beverland et al.(1996) onthe other hand, estimated the annual
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carbon exchange from a Scottish peatland ecosystem using the conditional-sampling
technique tobe-41 gCirf2 y_1, i.e.asink ofCO2.Coyne and Kelley (1975) also measureda
netuptakeofcarbon of-40 gCm~2y~'forwetmeadow tundrainBarrow, Alaska.
2.3.3.2.DaytimeCC>2fluxdensities
Maximum flux densities of about -0.5 mg CO2 m~2 s_l (-11 pmol CO2 m~2s_1) were
observed in July andAugust 1995, butaverage daytime peak values were about -0.33mg
C0 2 m~2s-1(- 7.4ftmol CO2m"2s"1)inJuly andsomewhat lower about -0.30 mg C0 2 m"2
s~' (-6.8 u.mol CO2 m~2 s_1) in August. Average peak exchange rates compare with values
observed in other peatland studies. Forexample, Beverland etal. (1996) found peak values
for Fc between -0.12 and-0.37mgC0 2 m"2s"1 (-2.8and-8.3|^mol C0 2 m"2s"1) ina
tussock likeblanket bog inthenorth ofScotland. Shurpali etal. (1995) found -0.24 mgCO2
m"2 s_l (-5.4(imol CO2 m~2s"1) from an open peatland in north central Minnesota,USA.
However, measurements by Neumann et al.(1994) showed about 50%lower average peak
downward flux densities (-0.17 mgC0 2 m"2 s-1;-3.8 u.mol C0 2 m"2s~')over araised open
bogatthe KinoshoLakeinCanadausingtheeddycovariance technique.
Our values are only 10% of values reported for closed agricultural crops (e.g.
Baldocchi, 1994)and well-watered deciduous forest (e.g.Greco & Baldocchi, 1996) and
about 25%ofvalues reported forgrasslands (e.g. Kim &Verma, 1990). June andSeptember
showed average daytimepeaks inFcofabout -0.2 mgC0 2 nf s~' (^-.5|0,molC0 2 irf2 s~ ),
whilethepeaks inFcinMay andOctober were about-0.055 mgCO2m"2s~'(-1.2^molCO2
m"2 s~'). Daytime flux densities during the late autumn and winter season (November February), showed no uptake of CO2by the vegetation. Here the soil will be the only
contributor toC0 2 exchange.This willbethesubject ofnext section.
2.3.3.3.NighttimeCO2flux densities; respiration
Total respiration (Rd)from asoil-canopy system isacombination ofsoil,plant and rootCO2
release. Emissions ofCO2from thesoil result from biochemical oxidation oforganic matter,
which is highly influenced by temperature. Maximum respiration rates measured at the
Fochtelooer site, when nogreen vegetation was present, ranged between 0.025 and0.16 mg
C0 2 m~2s-1 (25 and 157mg C m~2h~').The corresponding range of soil temperatures
measured atadepth of2.5cmwasbetween 1 to 12°C.Hereboth daytimeand nighttime flux

densities were used fortheanalysis. Similar values toours (6.8to 115mg Cnf2 h"1) were
found byChapman andThurlow (1996)forahill blanket peat bog inScotland using aclosed
chamber system inasoil temperature range between 1and14°C.Smaller values (4.6- 28.5
mgCm~2h"')werefound by Svenson (1980)forasubarcticmire andby Silvola (1986)(2141 mg C m~2h~')for reclaimed mires in Finland. The latter, however, showed a100%
increaseinCO2releaseduetodrainageofthemire.
Minimumhalf hourly averaged valuesofsoil respirationofabout0.01mgCO2m~2s"1
(9.8mgCm~2h"') wereobserved inJanuary 1995ata2.5cmsoiltemperaturenear 1°C(w*>
0.2 ms"1).Aminimum of0.0069 mg C0 2 nf2 s"1(6.8mg Cirf2 h"1)at 1°C soil temperature
was found forsoil respiration during winter from ahill blanket peat bog with avegetationof
mixed grasses and heather inScotland usingaclosed chamber system (Chapman &Thurlow,
1996). In theperiod between July andAugust, when the2.5cm soil temperatures ranged
between 11 and20°C, theaverage nocturnal CO2emission (plant andsoil respiration)was
about0.10mgC0 2 m"2s"'(2.25jimolC0 2 m"2s-1),with amaximumof0.45mgC0 2 irf2 s"1
(10.1 |j.mol C0 2 irf2 s~'). The midday 2 m air temperature during the same period was
generally 25CC. Similar respiration rates were observed byothers: 0.09 - 0.19 mgC0 2 irf2
s_1 (2.0and4.3(xmol C0 2 irf2 s_1)inanopen peatland ecosystem inMinnisota, USA with
average airtemperatures from 18to24°C(Shurpali eta/., 1995); 0.1mgC0 2 irf2 s"1 (2.2
ixmol C0 2 m2 s"1)inatussock tundra inAlaska (Oberbauer etal., 1991); 0.028 - 0.083mg
C0 2 nf2 s~' (0.63 - 4.3 (imol C0 2 nf2 s~')in a Sphagnumpapillosum fen in Homantsi,
Finland withanairtemperatureof 10to20°C(Silvola etal, 1992).
Therelation between soiltemperature at2.5cmandsoilrespiration isshowninFigure
2.5. Here only half hourly averaged nocturnal C0 2 flux densities were used where the8 m
average wind speed, u, exceeded 4 m s~' (w*> 0.2 m s_1), to ensure sufficient turbulent
mixing.Thenocturnal flux densities incorporate both soil andplant respiration, where thesoil
is the only contributor during the absence of green vegetation. The soil temperature
dependence ofsoil respiration isbased onasocalled Q/o response function. This function is
depicted bytheexponential fitted line inFigure 2.5 andfrom itag/o of4.8 canbeobtained
for thepeat bogarea inatemperature range between 0and20°C.Intheupper temperature
regions, plant respiration mayalso contribute tothenocturnal efflux of C0 2 andmaycause
morescatterofthedata inthisregion.
This Q/o isinthesame range asvalues found byothers:e.g.Q10=5.1 forapeat bog
with mainly Callunavulgarisandmixed grasses and6.1 forSphagnumdominated peatbog
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from chamber measurements (Chapman & Thurlow, 1996) and g/o = 2 - 7 for the
ombrotrophicparts of asubarctic mireinSweden,usingaclosed vessel andchemical analysis
technique (Svensson, 1980).
2.3.4.Effect of light on CO2exchange
Figure2.6 showstheresponse to light of the vegetation and soil atthe Fochtelooer site in the
second half of July and August 1995 (LAI>1).The data suggest that at low light intensities,
the photosynthetic rate increases more or less linear with increasing irradiance, and that there
is a trend towards light saturation after 400 to 500 W m~2.The plot shows that a rectangular
hyperbola (e.g.Ruimyetal., 1995orLandsberg, 1977)can befitted tothedata with an initial
slope of 0.0026 mg C0 2 W"1 incident global radiation (0.026 |amol C0 2 fimol PAR"1) and a
maximumlevelof about0.20mgC0 2m"2s"' (4.5umolC0 2 m"2s"1)(R2=0.72).
Ruimy et al. (1995) concluded that for all the investigated vegetation types including:
trees, grass and agricultural crops, the relationship between global radiation and canopy
photosynthetic rate is far from linear. This is in line with our observation where, despite the
low LAI, light saturation is never reached. A similar result was obtained by Beverland et al.
(1996) in a Scottish peat bog, by Verhoef et al. (1996) for natural vegetation in a savannah
with aLAI less than 2 and by Kim and Verma (1990) for temperate grassland with LAI less
than3.
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The light compensation point, the point where the net photosynthesis is zero, is
approximately 100W irf2 as estimated from the fitted curve. The intercept of the light
response curve represents therespiration rate during night time. The value of 0.14mgCO2
m~2s_1 (3.2 (imol CO2irf2 s"1),corresponds tothe mean value measured inJuly and August
1995(see Section 2.3.3.3). The data show significant scatter probably caused on onehandby
the changing environmental conditions, like vapour pressure deficit, soil andairtemperature
and the soil water status during thetwomonthsasfound by (e.g. Shurpali etal, 1995;Kim&
Verma, 1990). Some scatter could also beduetothenature ofthe eddy covariance method
(Baldocchiefa/., 1988).

2.3.5.EffectofvapourpressuredeficitonCO2 exchange
Vapour pressure deficit, D, is often observed to be negatively correlated with stomatal
aperture (e.g.Losch & Tenhunen, 1981; Cowan & Farquhar, 1977;Grantz, 1990). The
exchange ofCO2may therefore bereduced athigh D. InFigure 2.7,Rsversus Fcis shown
again butnow adifferentiation has been made between data atlowD,0-10 hPa, andathigh
D, 15-30 hPa. Arectangular hyperbola was fitted tothedata with a covariance coefficient,
R ,ofrespectively 0.72 and0.20.Thedifference inDshowsareduction oftheCO2uptakeby
the vegetation of about 50% at high incoming global radiation, indeed indicating a lower
conductivity ofthe leaf's stomatatothetransport ofCO2andwater vapour duetothehigher
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D. However a correlation coefficient of 0.20 implies a very weak relation with the incoming
global radiation.
At the same time XEshowed no significant reduction during periods with high D. An
example to illustrate the particular behaviour of the exchange of CO2 and water vapour in
relation toD is given in Figure 2.8; maximum XEexceeded 250 W m~2.Greco & Baldocchi
(1996) found similar results for a deciduous forest despite soil water deficits. Note that soil
moisture stress, one of the reasons for a lower leaf conductivity (e.g. Grantz, 1990;Kim and
Verma, 1990),inourcase isunlikely tooccurundertheextreme wetconditions atthesite.
However, the high vapour pressure deficit often coincided with high air temperatures.
Calculations from the longwave radiometer demonstrated that the canopy surface temperature
was often in the range of 30to 35 °C.Therefore the canopy temperature may have exceeded
the optimum temperature of Moliniacaeruleafor photosynthesis, causing net photosynthesis
todiminish.This could either arise from arapid increase of plant respiration with temperature
or a limitation of photosynthetic activity at higher leaf temperatures (Jones, 1992), but
probably notfrom alower leaf conductivity.
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2.4.Discussion
The carbon balance presented here shows, like other measurements in peatland ecosystems
(e.g. Oechel et a/., 1993), a net release of 97 g C0 2 m 2 y"1 (265 kg C ha'1 y"1). Following
Goulden et al. (1996), long-term eddy covariance measurements can be accurate in general
up to ±20% (±19 gCm~2y~') due to random and systematic errors. Taking these errors into
account, the area will still show a net release of CO2 even if the errors were larger. In our
case, the net release of CO2means that the influence of drainage could still be present. We
note that active true raised bogs are expected to be net sinks of CO2. Still, due to the interannual and intra-annual variability of the environmental conditions, our results may have
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given us the impression thepeat bog being a source of carbon. Thepresented carbon balance
should therefore beused as an indication of theCO2balance of thepeat bog ecosystem under
the present climate and with the present soil/vegetation characteristics. This emphasises the
scientific need for long term and continuous measurements of C0 2 exchange in various
ecosystems.Oechel etal.(1993),alsoshowed ashift from anetCO2sinktosource,probably
resulting from drainage, while Silvola (1986) showed a 100%increase in CO2release due to
drainage of reclaimed mires in Finland. Possible future climate changes might induce shifts
like these or similar conditions like ours, which have a large impact on the worlds carbon
pool.
The soil temperature dependence of respiration is based on a so called Q10 response
function. ThisQ/0isauseful tool tofill datagaps,butcan alsosimplybeused to parameterize
soil respiratory processes for peatland ecosystems,likeours,inclimatemodels.CO2exchange
during the growing season is the result of the total respiration and photosynthesis. While the
respiration is mainly a temperature dependent process dynamically, photosynthesis depends
on various factors such as LAI, ambient CO2concentration, temperature and light. To model
net CO2exchange at the ecosystem scale, information atthe leaf scale has to be scaled up to
the canopy level (see e.g. Jacobs, 1994 and Van den Hurk, 1996) by integrating the netCO2
exchange and leaf surface conductance overthecanopy volume.Unfortunately, data collected
bytheeddycovariancetechnique isnot suited for thispurpose.
Our data showed a clear non-linear relation between net CO2 flux density and the
incoming global radiation. High D (>15 hPa) suppressed the flux density by about 50%,but
not the evaporation rates. Johnson and Caldwell (1976) also described this poor stomatal
sensitivity to humidity as being the main factor allowing survival on extreme sites. High
canopy temperatures may cause damage to the vegetation. In places where there is enough
soil water evaporation could keep the canopy relatively cool. Johnson and Caldwell (1976)
reported that species withpoorhumidity responsewererestricted towetsites.
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3.1. Introduction
Wetlands are major natural sources of carbon dioxide, methane and sulphur compounds and
can have high rates of denitrification and nitrogen fixation (Sahagian & Melack, 1998). The
surface cover and hydrology have been found to significantly affect the flux densities of
carbon dioxide, water vapour and other trace gases such as methane (see e.g. Lafleur, 1990;
Shurpali et al., 1995 and Campbell &Williamson, 1997). Various studies have pointed out
that evaporation from Sphagnum wetlands was reduced remarkably when the water table
dropped (see survey by Ingram, 1983).With thepresence of vascular plants,evaporation was
not only found to be related tothe soil water availability but toplant factors as well (Ingram,
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1983; Kim & Verma, 1996).Changing hydrological conditions and aeration, possibly due to
higher temperatures,havechanged manyregions intheArctic tundra from sinks tosourcesof
carbon dioxide (Oechel et al., 1993). With peat in the Northern Hemisphere's wetlands
containing about one third of the worlds vegetative carbon pool (Gorham, 1991), good
understanding of the mass and energy cycles under various climatic, hydrological and
ecological conditions is of major importance to survey the effect of possible future climate
changes andanthropogenic factors.
The leaves' stomata are the main route for CO2 and H2O to transfer between the
biosphere and the atmosphere. Micrometeorological, biogeochemical and plant-physiological
principles combine theexchange ofCO2andH2Oand areused in models todescribe stomatal
behaviour under various environmental and climatic conditions (e.g. Farquhar et al., 1980;
Goudriaan et al, 1985; Stewart, 1988 or Jacobs, 1994). To study the effect of physical and
physiological factors, Lafleur and Rouse (1990) and later Kim and Verma (1996) used adual
source 'big leaf ' (Penman, 1965) model to separate the relative contributions of the vascular
andnon-vascular (Sphagnum spp.)plantstothetotalevaporation. Inthisconcept, the surface
resistance (r,) represents the control of the diffusion process through the stomatal pore. Asrs
is the parallel sum of the stomatal resistances of all the leaves, it depends on the leaf area
index (McNaughton &Jarvis, 1983).Besides that, r„ is controlled by plant physiological and
environmental conditions, such as:plant and soil water status, CO2concentrations, light, leaf
temperature orairhumidity (seee.g. Losch &Tenhunen, 1981; Schulze, 1986orJacobs et al,
1996). Lafleur & Rouse (1990) assumed r,to be zero, as the wetland surface with vegetated
hummocks and open water was always saturated. In contrast Kim & Verma (1996) pointed
out that even in awetland theSphagnumsurface resistance is non-zero. With the presenceof
vascular plants in wetlands the surface resistance may reach 600 s m"1 (Campbell &
Williamson, 1997).
The objective of this study is to describe the effect of the surface cover and the
environmental conditions on the surface flux densities of water vapour and carbon dioxide
from adisturbed true raised peat bog.Toachievethis,afield experiment wasexecuted during
a one and a half year period in a disturbed raised peat bog, in the north of the Netherlands.
Most raised peat bogs in theNorthern Hemisphere dominated by Sphagnum.In contrast, peat
bogs inthe Netherlands aredominated bytussock grass andheather vegetations, e.g.Molinea
caerulea, Callunavulgaris,Erica tetralix(Schouwenaars & Vink, 1990).Until 1980, Dutch
peat bogs were used for fuel production and in an extensive part of theNetherlands peat was
cut. However, for different reasons some areas were never largely affected, although drainage
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had a large impact on all peat bog ecosystems and resulted in the typical tussock grassland
vegetation (Schouwenaars&Vink, 1990).
The work was done within the framework of the Surface Layer Integration
Measurement and Modelling project (SLIMM) (Vugts et al, 1994). The eddy covariance
technique, used in the experiment, allowed the direct measurement of mass and energy
transfer at aheight above the surface resulting in a spatially integrated flux density. Here the
measured flux densities were linked to the environmental conditions with a focus on
temperature and humidity, their relationship, and the effect on the water use efficiency. The
Penman-Monteith equation was used to deduce the surface resistance, rs, of which the
outcome wascompared to values,found for other wetlands throughout the world to study the
effect of the typical surface (litter) cover.Moreover, the 'decoupling' concept of McNaughton
and Jarvis (1983) offered a diagnostic tool to identify the major controls of evaporation and
comparethem tootherwetland studies.

3.2.Materialsandmethods
3.2.1.Sitedescription
The experiment was done in adisturbed raised peat bog in the north of the Netherlands (Lat.
53°00'30"N,Long.6°23'52"W,Alt.+11m)duringaoneandahalf-year period in 1994and
1995.Thedominatingplant species inthistussock-grassland wasMoliniacaerulea (>75% of
the vegetation), but heather species like: Callunavulgaris and Erica tetralix,could also be
found. In the sections in which the soil waspermanently over-saturated Sphagnumspp(<1%
of the vegetation) were present (Altenburg et al, 1993). The area taken by the individual
tussocks differed from 20 cm2 to more than 1m2. The average height of the tussocks was
approximately 0.4 m. A dense layer (0.1 m) of dead organic material from the previous
growing seasons covered the tussocks and the hollows inbetween. In these hollows, spots of
open water (< 5%of the surface) could be observed sheltered by the surrounding vegetation.
Underneath the tussock surface was a saturated dark brown layer of peat. The depth of this
layer varied from 0to 2.5 m. At the measuring site this highly porous layer was about 0.3 m
deep and at greater depth, a grey sandy loam was present. Throughout the seasons, the water
table varied, depending on the weather, from 0to0.2 m below the tussock-soil interface but
thesoilremained saturated.
The growing season ofMoliniacaerulealasted from May to October with a maximum
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LAIof about 1.7during mid August. During thisperiod, green shoots grew upto aheight (h)
of 1.2 m above the tussock. From November until the beginning of May, no green shoots
were present. What was left above the tussock was the brownish surface of organic material
and some brown shoots standing upright throughout the winter period. For 1995, it was
assumed that the LAI followed the same trend, except for a different timing of the onset and
end of the growing season and maximum LAI. The periods in which the first shoots became
visible (± 1week), the grass flowered (± 1week) and the all leaves had turned brown (± 1
week) wererecorded for 1995

3.2.2. Instrumentation
Alattice tower was instrumented with aneddy-covariancesystem installed at aheight of 8m.
This system included: a 3-D sonic anemometer (Solent A1012R2, Gill Instruments Ltd.,
Lymington, UK), a fine wire thermocouple (Dept. of Meteorology, Wageningen Agricultural
University) andaninlettube(Polyethylene4mminternal diameter)leadingtoaninfrared CO2
and H 2 0 gas analyser (LI-6262, LI-COR Inc., Lincoln, Nebraska, USA). The 3-D sonic
anemometer andthesamplingtubewereplacedtogether,at0.05 mapart.
For all wind directions the fetch was more than one kilometre and between 180-270°
theterrain wasslightly sloped.Theclosedpath InfraRed Gas Analyser (IRGA)wasplaced in
abox atthebaseof themast.Apump wasused todraw theair from theinlettotheIRGA ata
rate of 10"4 m3s-1.The pump was placed in a way causing the pressure inside the sampling
chambers to be slightly below atmospheric, but minimising the chance of condensation of
water inside the tube. The IRGA ran in absolute mode and was re-calibrated every week.
During this period the analyser's gain typically showed a 2 to 5% drift. The soda lime and
magnesium perchlorateusedtokeepthereference cell free of CO2and H2O,respectively, was
changed every week.Every week, drynitrogen from acylinder wasused as azero calibration
gas for CO2 and water vapour, while dry air gas (400-ppm C0 2 ) was used as a second
reference. Anaspirated psychrometerwasused asasecond watervapour calibration.
Anet radiometer (Funk,Middleton &Company Pty.Ltd., Australia),two pyrgeometers
(CG 1,Kipp &Zonen,Delft, TheNetherlands) and twopyranometers (CM10,Kipp &Zonen,
Delft, The Netherlands) were used to measure net radiation (Rn) and the incoming and
outgoing longwave and shortwave radiation respectively. A second 6 m high tower was
instrumented with aspirated psychrometers (Dept. of Meteorology, WAU) and sensitive cup
anemometers (Dept. of Meteorology, WAU; stalling speed 0.15 ms"1)at 2,4 and 6mheight
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above the soil surface. A soil temperature profile (0.025,0.2, 0.5 and 1m) and the soil heat
flux density (G) (0.05 m) were measured in the actual peat soil underneath atussock, but not
inthetussock itself.
3.2.3.Dataacquisitionand-processing
The meteorological instruments were sampled at 0.25 Hz. Every 30 minutes the data were
averaged and stored in data loggers (21X, Campbell Scientific Inc., Logan, Utah, USA) for
later processing. The sonic anemometer was sampled at 20.8 Hz. Analog signals from the
IRGA and thermocouple, connected to the anemometer's interface unit, were sampled at a
lowerfrequency. Theresolvable inputfrequency ofthesesignals wasapproximately 5Hz.
The raw data of the eddy covariance system were stored on a PC and processed later,
using a first order recursive digital filter with a time constant of 200 seconds (McMillen,
1988). Here a moving average was subtracted from each sample to get the fluctuating values
of all the measured components. A software program (Van den Hurk, 1996) performed the
necessary corrections, including: co-ordinate rotation (McMillen, 1986), Webb corrections
(Webb et al, 1980) and frequency response corrections (Moore, 1986), required for the
calculation of the half-hour averaged flux densities. The power and co-spectra of the eddy
covariance measurements (not shown)andtheability toclosethesurface energy balance were
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Figure 3.1:The energy balance closure. The half-hourly averaged available energy (Rn~G) is
plotted against the sum of the partitioning components (H+XE) for 10 consecutive days in
August 1995.A linear regression line (Rn-G) =0.96(H+XE)could be fitted to the data with a
R2of0.94 (N=470).
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analysed to test the quality of the data. The available energy (Rn-G) versus the sum of the
sensible heat (H) and latent heat (XE)flux density were fitted with a linear regression line
described by Rn-G =0.96 (H+XE)[W nT2] with a regression coefficient (R2) of 0.94 (N =
470)and isshown inFigure 3.1. This wasconcluded tobeasatisfying quality.

3.2.3.Theleafareaindex
The course of leaf area index (LAI)was measured during the growing season of 1994. Here
three patches in the vicinity of the towers were selected with characteristic features, varying
from extremely wet, relatively dry or many pools of shallow open water. These patches were
sampled every three weeks.For the measurements onlyMoliniacaerulea,the dominant plant
species in the area (> 75% of the vegetation), was considered (Altenburg et al., 1993). To
calculate the average leaf area unbiased for a patch, 100 shoots were picked. A hand-held
scanner was used to determine the area of every individual leaf using a computer program
giving an average leaf area. Furthermore, the average number of leaves from 25 plots of 0.09
m2 were used to determine the average leaf density of the patch. The average leaf area was
then multiplied by the average leaf density, to obtain theLAI for a particular patch as shown
inFigure3.2.
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3.3.Resultsand discussion
3.3.1.Seasonalvariation ofenvironmentalconditionsandLAI
During the one and a half-year period, the daily mean air temperature at the height of 2 m
ranged between -6 and 25 °C. The air temperatures for both summers were above the (30
year) climatic mean, with a maximum deviation from this mean in July 1994 of 4 °C. The
0.025 m soil temperatures, during the sameperiod, werebelow 20 °Cwith amaximum of 19
°C in August 1994. The daily amplitude of the soil temperature was typically less than 5
degrees (Figure 3.3), half of that of air temperature due to the insulating effect of the dense
40
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layer of organic material on topof and in between the tussocks.The monthly average 2mair
temperature and the 0.025 m soil temperature are shown in Figures 3.3a and 3.3b, where the
solid circles represent the average temperature and the open circles the maximum and
minimum temperaturemeasured duringthatmonth.
During the summer months,extensive periods of relatively hot weather with high daily
maximum temperatures recorded at 2 m (>25 °C) were followed by shorter periods with
showers and thunderstorms. The amount of precipitation was on average 25% less than the
long-term climatic mean duringthisperiod,exceptfor September 1994and 1995,which were
about50%wetter.Thewatertabledroppedduringtherelativelyhotanddrysummers.During
autumn andwinter, precipitation wasmoreregularly distributed andhigherthan onaverage.

3.3.2. Variation ofCOi andlatentheatexchangeduetothelocalclimateandvegetation
Amonthly averaged diurnal course of the CO2and latent heat flux densities may help to give
us a better understanding of the effect of climate and plant related factors have on the
exchange of CO2and latent heat from the surface to the atmosphere. Here every half-hourly
flux densityvalueinaparticular month andataparticular timeisaveraged toget themonthly
averaged diurnal course.Such arepresentation of measurements will smooth random errorsin
the measurements and extreme weather events.Below wepresent the monthly averagedCO2
flux density (Fc)and AEduring different stages of the vegetation, from early spring until late
summer irrespective of the measurement year. Anegative flux density is directed towards the
surface, while a positive flux density is directed away from the surface. Following other
recent literature, we use the terms 'peak' or 'maximum' Fcfor the largest negative CO2 flux
density (Baldocchi, 1994;Neumanetai, 1994;Verhoef etal.,1996).
Following the growing stages given by Kim and Verma (1990) for a grassland
ecosystem, these stages arethe early growth stage,peak growth stage,early senescence stage
and senescence stage respectively (Figure 3.2). The bars represent the standard deviations of
theaverageflux densities ataparticular timeoftheday.
3.3.2.1.Seasonalvariation ofdiurnalCOiflux densities
Figure 3.4 displays the monthly averaged C0 2 flux density for March to September. All data
wereused here,with theexception of data with apparent errors,such as data measured during
short power failures. In Figure 3.4, the absence of green vegetation in March and April (no
growth stage) isclear. Theaverage exchangeof CO2during thismonth was apparently totally
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caused by respiration, resulting in a net release of CO2(positive Fc) during the course of the
day. InMay (early growth stage) theLAIhad increased from 0to0.2 as seen from Figure 3.2.
Despite the presence of green shoots and the associated photosynthetic activity, there was a
net release of CO2 throughout day and night. Soil and plant respiration, in this case, still
exceeded photosynthesis. Probably due to a higher soil temperature, respiratory losses were
higherthan inMarch.
In thefollowing three summer months (early growth, peak growth and early senescence
stages), Fc exhibited a distinct diurnal course. Nighttime efflux of CO2varied between 0.05
and 0.1 mg C0 2 m~V (1.1 - 2.3 umol CO2irf2s_1). In June, the CO2flux density peaked at
11:00h. with amaximum of -0.18 mgC0 2 m " V (-4.1 umol C0 2 nfV 1 ). July, on the other
hand, showed amaximum CO2flux density around 9:00 h. inthe morning of about -0.22 mg
C0 2 m~2s~'(-5.0 umolCO2m~2s_1).After this,asthedayprogressed, ratesofnetC0 2 uptake
diminished with time. Similar behaviour has been reported for vegetations suffering from
water stress in combination with an increase in air temperature and vapour pressure deficit
(see e.g. Greco & Baldocchi, 1996;Neumann et al, 1994; Shurpali et al, 1995;Verhoef et
al, 1996). However, in our study area Molineacaeruleawas never observed to suffer from
waterstress.
During August (early senescence stage), the daytime course of CO2 uptake was rather
constant duringdaytime with amaximum of about-0.18mgCO2m " V (-4.1umolCO2nT2
s~') and was symmetrical around noon. The period of net uptake of CO2 was about 2 hours
shorter than during June andJuly.With the start of autumn, green vegetation was still present
but started to diminish rapidly. September (senescence stage) therefore showed a diurnal
course with significantly lower maximum daytime values for XEand Fc. The period of net
uptake ofCO2was about 2hours shorterthan inAugust.Despitethehigher TsandLAIduring
July and August in both 1994 and 1995 (see Figure 3.2), there was no significant increase in
nighttime CO2 efflux in comparison to June and September. This may have been due to the
relatively large contribution of 'calm' nights (wind speed at 2mheight <4 ms~' and friction
velocity <0.2ms"1)with negligible measured efflux ofCO2duringJuly andAugust.
The months during autumn and winter are not shown here, but demonstrated diurnal
patterns similar to March as presented in Figure 3.4. For Fc this meant a net release of CO2
during night and day depending on thesoil temperature.Nieveen etal.(1998),earlier found a
(2.5 cm) soil temperature dependence for soil respiration, expressed in a Qw of 4.8 for this
area.Bydefinition thismeansthat atevery 10degrees increase intemperature, soil respiration
is increased by a factor of 4.8. This is in the range of values found by others for wetland
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ecosystems (seee.g. Chapman &Thurlow, 1996).
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1995 until September 1995. Bars indicate the standard deviation of a particular half-hourly
mean value.
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3.3.2.2.Seasonalvariation ofdiurnallatentheatfluxdensities
Figure 3.5 shows the monthly averaged diurnal course of the latent heat flux density. Also
indicated is the value of the monthly averaged daily evaporation rate in mm per day. The
monthly averagedXEinMarch (nogrowth yet)showed amaximum of about 20Wm~2during
daytime hours and a mean daily evaporation of 0.2 mm d~'. This flux density consisted of
soil- and open water evaporation. With a mean daily evaporation of 0.2 mm d_1, April
showed a pattern similar to March. Here, in the absence of green vegetation, soil- and open
water evaporation were presumably again the main components of IE. In May (early growth
stage),theevaporation demonstrated aclear diurnal course,where XEstarted toincrease from
0 W m~2at 06:30 hto amaximum of 95W m"2at midday. Around 18:00h, XEhad dropped
to 0 W irf2 and remained constant during nighttime. Soil and open water evaporation could
still be the major contributors to the total XE. Transpiration was probably only a minor
component, duetothesmallLAI(seeFigure3.2).
During June,July and August (early growth, peak growth andearly senescence stages),
XEpeaked around noon atmaximum ratesbetween 170and 190Wm~2in synchrony with the
incoming global radiation. Monthly averaged daily evaporation rates as shown in Figure 3.5,
ranged between 1.8 and2.1 mmd_1,lowervalues than found inother wetland areaswhich are
mostly dominated by Sphagnum species (e.g. Koerselman & Beltman, 1988; Lafleur, 1990;
Price, 1991 and Kim & Verma, 1996). Observed evaporation rates compared well with
measurements from anEmpodisma minusdominated raised peat bogwith anextremely dense
canopy of dead vegetation interwoven with living stems in northern New Zealand (Campbell
&Williamson, 1997).Theyreported amean evaporation rate of 1.54 mmd-1for adry canopy
with amaximum daily mean of 2.13 mmd"1.As the water table lowered, the insulating layer
became thicker and the shallow water pools in the hollows became more sheltered by
vegetation.Transpiration wasprobablythemajor contributortothetotal evaporation.
From September (senescence stage) onwards,the monthly averaged XEshowed a rapid
decline.Themean dailyevaporation ratedropped about 60%to0.78 mmd"1incomparison to
the previous months. Thefollowing months, XEcontinued to diminish to values similar to or
smaller than measured inMarch. Again soil evaporation was probably the only contributor to
thetotal evaporation.
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3.3.3.NetCO2exchangeandtranspiration versusstomatalclosureandsurfacetemperature
The diurnal course of the CO2 flux density in July showed a clear mid-morning depression
and continuation of this trend towards the evening. This suggests a limitation of
photosynthetic activity, which might beduetostomatal closure,high leaf tissue temperatures,
or increased respiratory losses induced by high leaf tissue temperatures (Schulze 1986 or
Tenhunen etal, 1984).Often midday stomatal closure isassociated with soil water stress ora
high atmospheric vapour pressure deficit (D) (see e.g. Valentini et al, 1996; Jacobs, 1994;
Losch &Tenhunen, 1981).
Soil water stress as an explanation for stomatal closure is not considered here. Verry
(1988) demonstrated that a drop in water table of about 0.2 to 0.3 m had little effect on the
total evaporation from an open Sphagnum bog with vascular plant cover. Asimilar result was
found earlier by Romanov (1968), whoexplained anabrupt decline in evaporation by the fact
that the water table had dropped below 0.4 min araised peat bog with dwarf shrubs. During
the summer months, the contribution of vascular plants with an extended root system was
relatively high in the Fochtelooer area. The water table dropped toonly 0.2 m at most below
the actual soil surface underneath the tussocks. This small drop is unlikely to have caused a
decrease in evapotranspiration and an associated increase in stomatal closure. This is in large
contrast with reports from Sphagnumdominated peat bogs, where a slight drop inwater table
resulted in a substantial decrease in the total evaporation (Ingram, 1983; Kim & Verma,
1996).
What remains, as a possible explanation for stomatal closure, is the vapour pressure
deficit. In spite of high D, which stimulates transpiration, the stomatal closure results in a
decreased transpiration (Losch and Tenhunen, 1981; Tenhunen et al., 1987; and Grantz,
1990). In ourcase,however, adecrease in thetotal evapotranspiration, synchronised with Fc,
was not observed. To further investigate this, we study the behaviour of Fc and AEon four
contrastingdays.
To demonstrate the relatively small contribution of soil evaporation to the total
evapotranspiration, day 123 (3 May 1995) is analysed. On this day, air temperatures at 2m
rose to amaximum of 23°Cwith amaximum vapourpressuredeficit of 19hPa. Green shoots
started to show on top of the tussock. Throughout day and night there was a net release of
CO2as shown in Figure 3.6 (daily net exchange = 2.2 gCO2m~2d~'). Nieveen etal. (1998)
found a soil respiration (Rd) dependence on soil temperature of Rd =0.012exp(0.167s) for
this area. This would lead to an approximate respiratory flux density of 0.08 mg CO2nT2s_1
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Figure 3.6: Diurnal patterns of canopy CO2 and latent heat exchange rates, 2 m air
temperature, vapour pressure deficit (solid circles) and photosynthetic active radiation for day
123.
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Figure 3.7: Diurnal patterns of canopy C0 2 and latent heat exchange rates, 2 m air
temperature, vapour pressure deficit (solid circles) and photosynthetic active radiation for day
223.
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at a midday soil temperature at depth 0.025 mof 12°C,similar to the measured values. This
confirms our earlier assessment that the photosynthetic activity at this stage of the growing
season contributed little to the CO2flux density. At the same time latent heat loss showed a
midday maximum of 90 W m~2and a daily rate of 1.1 mm d~'.With little green vegetation,
this water probably originated solely from the soil which, in this part of the year, was
waterlogged and showed numerous shallow puddles. As the growing season progressed the
water table lowered and the puddles disappeared or were sheltered by the new shoots,
possibly resulting in a smaller contribution of soil evaporation to the total latent heat flux
density later intheseason.
High D has been designated as a possible explanation for decreasing photosynthetic
activity during the day. Day 223 (11 August 1995) is an example of a day with high
temperature and vapour pressure deficit (Figure 3.7). Maximum T reached up to 30 °C and
maximum D of 26 hPa in the afternoon. During the early morning when the
photosynthetically activeradiation (PAR) wasincreasing,Fcreached amaximum of-0.17 mg
C0 2 m"2s"1 (-3.8 umol C0 2 m"2s"1).However, after 09:00h,Fcstarted todecrease while the
PARwasstill increasingtomaximum of about 1760umolm' 2 s"1atnoon (daily net exchange
= +0.98 g CO2 m~2 d_1). This mid-morning peak and the decline in uptake was similar to
observations made in other Sphagnumdominated wetland ecosystems (see e.g. Neumann et
ai, 1994 and Shurpali, 1995). During the same period, XE did not noticeably reduce and
followed more or less the PAR trend reaching a maximum of 292 W m~2at 13:00 h. (Daily
rate 3.1 mm d-1). In comparison to day 123, the environmental conditions on day 223 are
quitesimilar,but withahigher TandD. Weconclude,however, that transpiration isthe major
contributor tothetotal evapotranspiration.
As suggested, a possible explanation for the decrease in Fc is that high D caused the
stomatal resistance of the vegetation to increase, as found by Jacobs et al. (1996) in a
grapevine vineyard in Spain. If this were the case in our study, a stronger reaction of XE to
stomatal closure would possibly have been visible. In addition to high D, however, high T
could have negatively affected the photosynthetic activity and/or have increased the soil and
plantrespiration, ascan beseen from Figure3.8.
Thirteen days earlier in the peak growth stage, on day 210 (29 July 1995), a similar
situation asonday223occurred.WhilePARwasstill increasing towards amaximum of 1685
(O.molm~2s_1 around noon, net CO2uptake reached its maximum of -0.38 mg CO2m~2s~' at
07:30handcontinued todecrease astheday progressed (netexchange =-7.8 gCO2m~2d~).
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Figure 3.8: Diurnal patterns of canopy CO2 and latent heat exchange rates, 2 m air
temperature, vapour pressure deficit (solid circles) and photosynthetic active radiation for day
210.
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Figure 3.9: Diurnal patterns of canopy C0 2 and latent heat exchange rates, 2 m air
temperature, vapour pressure deficit (solid circles) and photosynthetic active radiation for day
219.
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The Tduring the late morning and afternoon was about 3degrees lower than on day 223,but
most importantly Dduring thatperiod wasmorethan 10hPa lower with amaximum of about
15 hPa. This indicates that Fc was mainly affected by temperature, reducing the
photosynthetic activity and/or increasing the plant and soil respiration, and not by the vapour
pressure deficit. The soil temperatures duringdays210and223rangedbetween 14.7and 17.9
°Cwith adaily mean of 16.8and 16.5°C,respectively. Respiratory losses shouldtherefore be
in the same range for both days, assuming the same soil water status. Again XE was not
noticeably reduced and followed the PARtrend reaching a maximum of 296 W irf2 at 13:00
hours (daily rate 2.7 mm d _l ). XEonday 210 was somewhat lower than on day 223,possibly
becauseof alowerD and areduced evaporative demand of the atmosphere.Duetothe earlier
discussed mulching effect of thedead organic material (seeday 123),transpiration islikely to
bethemajor contributor tothetotal evapotranspiration.
On day 219 in the early senescence stage (17 August 1995), T reached a maximum of
20 °C while D had a peak of 11 hPa (Figure 3.9). Both moderate values are resulting in a
maximum FcandXE around noon ofonly-0.25mgCO2m~2s"1and 179Wm~2,respectively.
A midmorning depression in Fc was not observed, apart from small reductions in
photosynthetic activity probably associated with small depressions in PAR. Both Fc and XE
were in synchrony withRs.Day 219displayed anet dailyuptakeofCO2of-1.4 gCO2m~2d"~
1

and adaily evaporation rateof 1.2 mmd~',probably induced bysenescence.

3.3.4.RelationshipbetweenC02flux densityandlatentheatflux density
The flux densities of CO2and water vapour are closely coupled since both water vapour and
carbon dioxide diffuse through the same stomata. The behaviour of these stomata is
influenced bymany environmental conditions andplant related factors, such as:light,soil and
air temperature, air humidity, soil water status, plant hormones, leaf age, growth stage,
nutrients, and leaf temperature.Thedatashowedthat despite acontinuing decrease in Fc after
the midmorning XEwas not greatly reduced. Therefore, high D was rejected as a possible
cause for the decrease in Fc. We shall further discuss temperature as a possible explanation
ofthisbehaviour aswell assomeconsequences.

3.3.4.1.RelationshipbetweenC02flux densityandtemperature
To investigate the effect of air and canopy temperature on the photosynthetic activity, we
selected a period of 14days in first part of August 1995 with aLAI around the maximum of
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1.7. Figure 3.10 shows Fc versus Tat 2mfor data points measured between 08:00and 14:00
h.Atemperature optimum (Topt) of netCO2exchange is evident between 20and 25 °C.This
isintherangefound by others for forests andcrops (seee.g. Baldocchi etal. 1981a, 1981bor
Price & Black, 1990). At higher and lower temperatures Fc decreases with temperature,
approaching zero at 30°C.The large scatter in thedata might be caused by the effect of solar
radiation onthephotosynthetic activity orplant related factors.
The longwave radiometer showed that the canopy surface temperature was often in the
range of 30to 35 °C(Emission coefficient (e)=0.98).Therefore thecanopy temperature may
have exceeded the optimum temperature of Moliniacaemlea for photosynthesis, causing net
photosynthesis to diminish (see days 210 and 223 in section 3.3). This reduction could arise
from arapid increase of soil and plant respiration with temperature orfrom the inactivation of
the assimilation mechanism at higher leaf temperatures (Schulze 1986 or Tenhunen et al,
1984). As XEwas not remarkably reduced, lower leaf conductivity can be excluded. The
insulating layer of dead organic matter protected the soil from high mean temperatures and
strong temperature fluctuations. The highest measured soil temperatures were about 20 °C.
Large changes in soil respiration were therefore not considered. However, increased plant
respiration remains apossiblecausefor thereduced CO2exchange athigh temperatures.
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3.3.4.2.Wateruse efficiency
Water use efficiency [mgCO2g H2O"] is often expressed as the ratio between the CO2and
water vapour flux density (Fc/E). Many authors have reported a strong negative correlation
between Fc/E andD (e.g.Bierhuizen &Slatyer, 1965;Baldocchi etal. 1985;Baldocchi etal.
1994andVerhoef etal, 1996).Figure3.11showstherelationshipbetween |Fc/E|andD for
the sameperiod of 14days infirst part of August 1995asused above.Water use efficiency is
reported to be sensitive to low levels of irradiance (Baldocchi et al, 1985) and hence only
data from periods with Rs > 300 Wm"2 were used. We found a clear non-linear relationship
described by: |Fc/E |= 165.76 D _161 (R2 = 0.72). Our values were similar to values e.g.
found by Baldocchi (1994) for wheat and by Baldocchi et al. (1985) for soybeans. Values
ranged between 0and 10mg g~' indicating that, especially at highD, the peat bog ecosystem
was inefficient with water. In comparison, Verhoef etal.(1996) found water use efficiencies
up to 45 mg g_l at low D for scattered shrubs with a herbaceous understorey in a Sahelian
savannah. Obviously, Molinia caerulea has no need to be efficient with water, given the
abundant availability in the soil. A similar phenomenon was reported by Johnson and
Caldwell (1976)for DupontifischeriandDeschamspia caespitosa, tundraspecies restricted to
wet siteswith stomatarespondingpoorly tohumidity.
Despite the fair correlation between the water use efficiency andD, we suspect Tto be
the main factor controlling the efficiency. However the individual effects of T and D are
difficult to separate due to the temperature dependence of D. High Tand moderate D on day
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210 (see Section 3.3), resulted in a decrease in CO2uptake during the course of the day, but
noobviouseffect onAE. Moderate TandmoderateDonday 219(seeSection 3.3), showed no
distinct effect for both Fc andIE. This temperature effect probably caused the scatter at low
D(Figure 3.11).
3.3.5.Surfaceresistance
To overcome having to describe the canopy structure in much detail often a simplified 'big
leaf model (Monteith, 1965) is used in which the surface is treated as a single big leaf. A
bulk surface resistance [srrf'], r.„is introduced to describe the transfer of water vapour from
the sub-stomatal cavities to the atmosphere, r, can be deduced by inverting the PenmanMonteith equation (Monteith, 1965)givenby:
s(Rn-G) + pC„Dlra
AE=1-P
fL
s+y(l + rs/ra)

(3.1)

wheres istherate of change of the saturated vapourpressure with temperature [hPa K~ ],p is
thedensity of air [kg m"3], Cp the heat capacity of air atconstant pressure [Jkg"1K~],rathe
aerodynamic resistance [s m-1] and y the psychrometer 'constant' [0.67 hPa KT1 at 293 K].
Following Thorn (1975),the aerodynamic resistance tothe transport of water vapour is given
astheaerodynamic resistance tomomentum transport andanexcessresistance tothetransport
ofheat andwatervapourcompared tomomentum transfer:
r

a=raM+~^-

(3-2)

KU*

Here raM =u/u* istheaerodynamic resistance tomomentum transport [sirf ],K=0.4 thevon
Karman constant [-], u the average wind speed [m s ' ] and u* the friction velocity [m s~'].
Figure 3.13 shows the mean diurnal variation of rsas calculated from (3.1) and (3.2) for the
period of 14consecutive daysinthebeginning ofAugust 1995. Thedaytime r„ varied 201and
608 sirf1, with an average of about 300 sirf'. Lowest values were found at midday between
10:30and 12:00h.The aerodynamic resistance duringthisperiod ranged between 20and 60s
irf1 with adaytime mean of 30sirf1 (data not shown) and is within the range of values found
for agricultural crops or grassland (15- 150snf'). Surprisingly, between 10:30 and 12:00 h.
Fc was often found to diminish with time which suggests that Fc is poorly related to the
surface resistance.Duyzer andBosveld (1988)found similar valuesfor rs for the Fochtelooer
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Figure 3.12: Average diurnal pattern of the canopy resistance, r„ for a period of 14
consecutive days in the beginning of August 1995. Bars indicate the standard deviation of a
particular half-hourly mean value.

area in an earlier experiment. These values are rather high compared to values found in other
wetlands. Kim and Verma (1996) recently found that values of r„ ranged between 80and 250
s irf', with a midday average of 100 s irf1 for an open sphagnum fen in north-central
Minnesota, USA.Even lower values werefound by Lafleur and Rousse (1988) for a subarctic
marsh in Canada and by Price (1991) for blanket bog in Newfoundland. Campbell and
Williamson (1997),on theother hand,found rather similar values ranging from 150and 608s
irf' and anoverall mean of 320sirf1 for araised boginnorthern New Zealand. Similar toour
raised bog, theirs was covered with a dense layer of dead organic material but the vegetation
showed ahigher LAI.

3.3.6. Atmospheric coupling
McNaughton and Jarvis (1983) ?nd Jarvis and McNaughton (1986) rewrote the PenmanMonteith equation, as given in (3.2), to quantify the main forcing variables for transpiration
andevaporation for prescribed boundary conditions at areference level. Here the 'decoupling
factor', Q,isdefined by:

Q =

r
1+ 7 s
s+yra

i~l

(3.3)
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and (3.1)becomes
XE =nMRn-G)+(1_Q)PCfD

s+Y

{3A)

jrs

The value of Q ranges between 0 and 1and is determined by the ratio of rsand raand
the temperature at areference level. In thecase Q isclose to0, the surface is well coupled to
the atmosphere and thusXEismainly controlled by regional conditions. In thecase Q is close
to 1,the surface is 'decoupled' from the atmosphere due to insufficient turbulent mixing and
XEis dominated by the available energy andthelocal atmospheric conditions.Theuseof Qto
describe the coupling between the surface and the vegetation should however be done with
caution as Q can never account for the many non-linear feedback processes encountered in
scaling up from the stomatal pore to the region (Jacobs & De Bruin, 1992; McNaughton &
Jarvis, 1991).Itisrecommended tousethisapproach onlyfor diagnostic purposes.
For the period of 14days in early August, the calculated values for Q ranged between
0.11 and 0.68 (6:00 - 16:00 h) with a mean value of 0.29. Within the 0-concept, this
indicates that the XEis strongly coupled to the atmospheric evaporative demand (i.e. D) and
the surface resistance and implies negligible dependence of XE on the available energy.
However, if wetake(Rn-G) = 500Wm"2,s/ (s+ y)at25 °C=0.74,D=20hPa,ra = 30s m~
', and rs= 300 sm~',then Q=0.28 and thefirst and second term on the right of (3.4) become
103 and 87 W m~2 respectively. Thus the relative contribution of the radiative term is even
larger than the aerodynamic term in(4).Thecalculated Q's arelowcompared toother canopy
surfaces discussed in the literature. McNaughton and Jarvis (1983)estimated Q values of 0.2
and0.8 for forest andgrassland, respectively. HereQismainly determined by achange inthe
aerodynamic resistance,while inourcase,Qiscontrolled bythesurface resistance.
Lafleur and Rouse (1988) found a median value of 0.64 (0.33 - 0.95) for a subarctic
sedge marsh during the growing season. For heather moorland in Scotland, Miranda et al.
(1984)calculated amedian value of 0.32 andvalues ranging from 0.55 to0.89 were found by
Kim and Verma (1996) for an open Sphagnum fen. Campbell and Williamson (1997)
calculated a daytime mean Q of 0.27 with values ranging between 0.21 and 0.36 for a raised
bog. Similar to our raised bog, theirs was covered with a dense layer of dead organic matter
and showed a slightly smaller surface resistance, but the LAI was about two times higher
during thegrowing season (Campbell &Williamson, 1997).
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3.4.Summary and conclusions
We measured the flux densities of carbon dioxide and water vapour from aMolinia caerulea
dominated raised bog during 1994 and 1995.The growing season lasted from early May till
the end of October during which sparse Molinia caerulea vegetation developed with a
maximumLAIof about 1.7.Year round,thetussock grassland wascovered with adense layer
of dead organic matter. This and the sparse canopy appeared to have large influence on the
exchange ofCO2and watervapour from thearea.
Diurnal courses often showed a single early morning peak in CO2 uptake, but as the
morning progressed, rates of CO2 uptake continued to diminish with time. Simultaneously,
water vapour flux densities seemed unaffected and continued to rise to maximum values
around noon in synchrony with incoming global radiation. Results of this study indicated that
the observed decrease in the CO2flux density was not caused by stomatal closure, such as
often associated with soil water stress or a high atmospheric vapour pressure deficit. Soil
water stress was excluded as the dominating vegetation rooted in a peat soil permanently
close tosaturation.Besides,withbothhigh(>25hPa) andmoderate (<15hPa)D itwasshown
that the CO2 uptake decreased during the day. High leaf tissue temperatures or increased
respiratory losses induced by high leaf tissue temperatures, most likely caused the limitation
of the net C0 2 exchange when the 2 m air temperatures and leaf tissue temperatures rose
above 25 °C,thereby exceeding the optimum temperature for CO2exchange between 20 and
25CCairtemperature.
The daytime mean surface resistance during the peak growing stage of the vegetation
was high. Values varied between 200 and 600 sirf' with a minimum around noon, which is
much larger than found in most crops and other wetland studies.The 'decoupling' factor, Q,
ranged between 0.11 and0.68,despite moderate aerodynamic resistances. Again these values
were much lower than found in grassland or wetland studies and indicate astrong coupling to
theoverlaying atmosphere andsuggests astrongcontrolof evapotranspiration byDandrsand
not by the available energy (Rn-G). However, simple calculation showed an equal
contribution of the radiative and the aerodynamic to the total evapotranspiration. In the Q concept of Jarvis and McNaughton (1983), the "decoupling factor" Q is mainly set by the
aerodynamic resistance,ra. Ifra isrelatively small,for example20sm~' inthecaseof forests,
sufficient turbulent mixing causes a coupling of the surface to the atmosphere. If ra is
relatively large, for example 80 sirf in thecase of short grass, insufficient turbulent mixing
causes a decoupling of the surface and the overlying atmosphere. In our case, however, Q is
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setbythe surface resistance and,thus,inappropriate touseinthis approach.
The small LAI might be the main reason for the high surface resistance. Besides, the
dense layer of dead organic matter probably prevented transfer of water vapour from the soil
surface byturbulent mixing and deeppenetration of solar radiation, despite theextremely wet
conditions.The small LAI andthe surface litter cover often caused high surface temperatures.
High surface temperatures {Tsurface> Topi) led to a reduced net CO2 exchange, but also
induced an increase in D. The increased evaporative demand stimulated XE. It appeared that
theMoliniacaeruleavegetation wasrather inefficient with water, for example in comparison
to natural vegetation under arid conditions. With the abundant availability over water in the
root zone,transpiration isnot limited and might act asasafeguard against over heating of the
planttissue.
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THE SCINTILLATION TECHNIQUE
JOOSTP.NEVEEN
DepartmentofMeteorology,WageningenAgriculturalUniversity, Duivendaal2, NL-6701
AP, Wageningen, TheNetherlands
4.1. Introduction
An optical or electromagnetic wave propagating through a turbulent atmosphere exhibits
fluctuations in intensity known as 'scintillations' (Lawrence & Strohbehn, 1970). In
atmospheric turbulence, fluctuations in temperature, humidity and pressure cause density
fluctuation and with it fluctuations in the refractive index (n). These refractive index
fluctuations cause random refraction and absorption of electromagnetic (EM) radiation
passing through theturbulent atmosphere,changing thecharacteristics ofthewave (Hill etal.,
1980). Scintillation of light is related to thesephenomena and is experienced at a receiver as
fluctuations in the light intensity (e.g. twinkling of stars) caused by interference of refracted
light and absorption of the light. Scintillometers measure the turbulent intensity of the
refractive index fluctuations of the air from the intensity fluctuations of a received signal
expressed intherefractive index structureparameter,Cn2 [m~ ].
Near-infrared scintillometers are becoming increasingly popular as a means of
determining the path-averaged sensible heat flux density.The ability tomeasurethis quantity
overdistancesofmorethan akilometre,i.e.thelandscapescale,makes itaunique instrument.
Many meteorological, agricultural and hydrological applications such as climate models
require areally averaged flux densities asinput.These data could be obtained from anetwork
of eddy covariance measurements, remote sensingor aircraft measurements,buteach of these
techniques iseither verycostly,timeconsuming or needs alarge technical overhead. With the
commercial availability of different types of scintillometers, scintillometry offers a relatively
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cheap and simple alternative. This isreflected in the increasing number of scientists using the
technique over different types of vegetation and landscapes (see e.g., De Bruin et al, 1995
(Vineyard); McAneney et al, 1995 (Pasture); Green & Hayashi, 1998 (Rice paddy);
Thiermann&Grassl, 1992(Baresoil)).

4.2.Atmospheric turbulence
Atmospheric turbulence is generated by large-scale phenomena such as: wind shear and
convection. From these events, large scale eddies are generated depending on the local
climatology and surface geography. The size of these eddies is assumed to be smaller than
some maximum scale size, Lo [m], often called the outer scale of turbulence. Close to the
earth's surface, Lo is of the order of the height above the ground. The motion of large scale
eddies causes the formation of and energy-transfer to smaller eddies. In turn these smaller
eddies will generate and transfer energy to still smaller eddies until molecular effects become
important and turbulent energy is dissipated into heat. The inner scale of turbulence, lo [m],
describes the smallest scale of turbulent inhomogeneities (1mm ~ 1 cm) and marks transition
from the inertial range to the viscous dissipation range of eddy sizes.In the range betweenLo
and lo, often called the inertial subrange of eddy sizes, the turbulence becomes homogeneous
and isotropic. The above was originally proposed by Kolmogorov and was expressed in a
three-dimensional velocity spectrum, @v (K)[m ],which representstheamountof energy ofa
turbulent eddy at a certain spatial wave number A" = 2n F [rrf1], where / is the size of the
eddy[m].
Scalar fluctuations were found to obey the same spectral law as velocity fluctuations
(e.g. Tartarskii, 1961). As fluctuations in temperature, humidity and pressure cause
fluctuations cause fluctuations in the refractive index (Hill et al., 1980), the refractive index
spectrum issimilar tothe velocity spectrum (Tartarskii, 1961).Within the inertial subrangeof
eddy sizes,thisspectrum isgiven by:
0n{k) =Om3C„ K~u/3

2nL~l«K«2/r/"'

The refractive index structure parameter represents the spatial variation of n over adistance r
[m], i.e. a measure of the intensity of the refractive index fluctuations. C„2 may be found
directly from the structure function, D„(r)[-] which expresses the turbulent intensity or
'structure' ofnover acertain distance ortimeintheatmosphere (Tartarskii, 1961).Within the
inertial subrange ofeddy sizes,Dn(r)isdefined by:
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(4.1)

Dn(r)=[n(x)-n(x+r)]2=C2r2/3

l0«r«L0.

(4.2)

Here n(x) and n(x + r) are the refractive indexes at the locationsxandx + r. The overbar
represents an average value. Itis
is Cn2that connects the propagation of electromagnetic
radiation toatmospheric turbulence.

4.3. Propagation of light through a turbulent atmosphere and the Large Aperture
Scintillometer
An electromagnetic wavepropagating in astraight linebetween twopoints (line-of-sight), is
distorted by refraction, absorption anddiffraction. These cause direct attenuationand
fluctuations in the amplitude, phase, angle-of-arrival and polarisation of the wave
(Strohbehn, 1968). To study these features theoretically, various solutions (e.g. geometrical
optics, the Born approximation and the Rytov solution) have been given forthewave
equation. For scintillation measurements we are interested in fluctuations in the intensity or
the related amplitude fluctuations. In the geometrical optics approach, intensity fluctuations
are attributed to the focusing and defocusing of EM rays caused by turbulent eddies inthe
propagation path. These eddies may be regarded as acollection of diverging and converging
lenses.This approach ignores any diffraction effects and assumes that the optical wavelength
X ismuch smaller thanl0 (Tartarskii, 1993).Asdiffraction effects areignored the diffractional
spreading should be small in comparison withl0 (Tartarskii, 1993).The scale of diffractional
spreading isgiven bythe sizeof thefirst Fresnel zone (XL)112.
For weakly refracting turbulence, Tartarskii (1993) showed that for a point source and
point receiver eddies of the inner scale size aremost effective in producing intensity
fluctuations (scintillations) at L in contrast to larger eddies.These inner scale size eddies can
be regarded as lenses with small focal lengths giving the largest refraction. The variance of
theintensity fluctuations <T/2 atapoint receiverisproportional to(Tartarskii, 1993):

a2~C2l-1/3l?.

(4.3)

Summarising, forweakly refracting turbulence where 1)X« l0and 2)(AL)1/2 « l0the
geometrical optics solution isvalid andresults intheproportionality given in(4.3).
For a spherical wave originating from apoint source, the wavefront is distorted while
propagating in aline-of-sight through aturbulent medium. Adistortion causes small changes
in phase for parts ofthe wavefront. At apoint receiver atadistance Lfrom the emitter,
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interference between the different distorted parts of the wavefront leads to intensity
fluctuations, considered above as the result of focussing and defocusing lenses. The size and
contrast of the interference pattern observed atL aredetermined by the size /of the eddy, the
path position z, the optical wavelength A and the strength of the refractive index fluctuation
An (Clifford et al., 1974). An eddy ismost effective inproducing scintillations atLifthe
phasedifference between distorted partsof thewavefront isA/2.
If (XL)112» l0 due toan increase inL, irregularities less than first Fresnel zone size are
notcapable of focusing ordefocusing thebeam and instead cause diffractional spreading. The
smallest eddies that can focus ordefocus abeam of light areof the sizeof Fresnel zone itself.
Forexample if weuse ainfrared light sourceat 1umandmeasure over adistance of 1000m,
the first Fresnel zone is about 3 cm, i.e. larger than the size ofIQ. For this case (4.3) is not
valid anymore and is replaced by (4.4) where lo is substituted for (AL)I/2 to take diffractional
effects into account. The variance of the intensity fluctuations a2 ata point receiveris
proportional (Tartarskii, 1993):
a}~C*k7(6l}V6

(4.4)

wherek(= 2JIA-1) istheoptical wavenumber.
When L is getting too large and/or turbulence too intense, theobserved intensity
fluctuations atthe receiver do not continue toincrease with increasing Land/or C„2. This
phenomenon iscalled saturation of scintillation and wasfirst reported byGracheva &Gurvich
(1965) and Gracheva (1967). Consequently, the proportionality given in(4.4) will fail.In
contrast to the case where (XL)1'2« l0and scintillation atLis assumed to be the result of
interference from single diffraction by eddies, the beam issubject to diffraction caused by
multiple eddies before itis received at L. Thus, after the wavefront is distorted for the first
timeby aneddy of first Fresnel zone size,thewavefront isdistorted randomly by other eddies
in the line-of-sight. The additional distortions are, however, farless effective incausing
scintillations and will in fact slightly weaken the scintillation caused by the first distortion
(Clifford etal, 1974). Thus measuring intensity fluctuations toobtain C„ using a point
source and point receiver isrestricted torelatively small pathlengths (-100 m) and weak
turbulence (a2 <0.8) (Tartarskii, 1993).
One way to overcome theproblem of saturation is to increase thesize of the
transmitting andreceiving apertures.Duetothefinite apertureof theoptics andthe sizeof the
light source, the transmitted beam of EM radiation consists of a superposition of incoherent,
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spherical waves. The received signal isanaverage ofnon-correlated intensity fluctuations
originating from multiple incoherent sources (Tartarskii, 1971),where thediffractional effects
of the small scale eddies will be averaged out over the receiving aperture. The most effective
eddies in causing intensity fluctuations atL are of the size of the aperture,D[m] (see Little,
1951).This principle isused inLargeAperture Scintillometers (LAS)toobtain an saturationresistant measure foran average C„2forafinite volume inspace inboth weak and strong
turbulence (Wang etal, 1978). For the LAS saturation becomes anissue only when oi2 >
0.03 (Frehlich &Ochs, 1990).

4.4.Fromscintillation totherefractive indexstructure parameter
From thesolution of the wave equation, scintillation is expressed asa variance of the
logarithm of the amplitude. Since the intensity is the squared amplitude, the variance ofthe
logarithm oftheintensity isequaltofour timesthevarianceof logarithm oftheamplitude(%):
a2LnI=4a2x.

(4.5)

For a LAS, Wang etal. (1978) showed that fora spherical wave propagating through a
turbulent medium thevarianceof logarithm oftheamplitude isgiven by:
L

<j2=jC2(z)W(z)dz.

(4.6)

0

where z is the path position W(z) is spatial weighting-function for C„2(z) along the
propagation path. If turbulence is homogeneous alongthepath andhasaspectrum asgiven in
(4.1), the weighting-function expresses the relative effectiveness ofturbulence in producing
intensity fluctuations as afunction ofthe position along the path. The weighting function is
described byWangetal.(1978)as:

W(z)=47C2k2]dKK0(K)sin2lK2z(^~Z)\

where &(K) is given by(4.1). The weighting-function (4.7) reaches a maximum at the
midpoint ofthe path and drops symmetrically to zero atz=0and z- L. For the LAS this
meansthatDsizeeddies aremosteffective inproducing scintillation atz=LI2.
Substituting (4.1) and(4.7) in (4.6) andsolving numerically forthepath weighted
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(4.7)

average of C„2, Wang et al (1978) found for equal transmitting and receiving apertures that:
C2 =4.48<72 Z) 7 / 3 L~ 3 .

(4.8)

4.5. The large aperture scintillometer
The LAS is conceived by Wang et al. (1978) and first built at the NOAA wave Propagation
Laboratory, Boulder Colorado and is aptly described in a NOAA Technical Memorandum
(Ochs et al. 1980). Our copy of the instrument has a transmitting and receiving aperture of
0.15 m in diameter. At the transmitter, a 7 kHz square wave oscillator modulates a 0.94 urn
light emitting, infrared diode (LED) source (TIES 16A, Texas Optoelectronics Inc., Garland
TX, USA). The LED is placed in the focal point of a 0.15 m concave mirror. The mirror
collimates the light from the LED and transmits it as a uniform beam of incoherent light in a
line-of-sight to the receiving aperture. At the receiver, the beam of light is focused by a
similar 0.15 m concave mirror on a silicon photodiode detector (UDT-455, UDT Sensor Inc.,
Hawthorne CA, USA) and processed by analog electronics to provide a direct output ofC,,2,
presented as a scaled, analog voltage.

4.6. Estimation of the sensible heat flux density from C n 2
While passing through the atmosphere, the characteristics of a beam of EM radiation change
due to normal and anomalous dispersion. The normal part is dominant far from any
absorption line, whereas the anomalous part may be important when the frequency of an
emitted EM wave is close to the resonance frequency (absorption lines) of atmospheric
constituents, like water vapour and carbon dioxide. Both parts are a function of the optical
wavelength and the temperature, humidity and total pressure of the air. Fluctuations in
temperature, humidity and static pressure cause fluctuations in the refractive index of the air
(Hill et al. 1980). Generally, the contribution of the latter to n is neglected (e.g. Hill et al,
1980).
The measured C„2 value is therefore related to the structure parameters of temperature
CT, humidity CQ and a covariant term CTQ, respectively. The relationship is given by:

c2
2

c1
2

C n=A^

+A Q-^
T2

U

Q2

c
+2ATAQ~^-

(4.9)
T Q

Here AT, AQare dimensionless quantities that represent the relative contribution of each term
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to Cn depending on A,mean temperature T [K], mean atmospheric pressure P [Pa] and mean
humidity Q[kg m~3].For visibletonear infrared frequencies (0.36-3 um)AT, AQ are given by
(Andreas, 1989):
AT =T

3K

dT

Q

=-0.78x10"
Q=Const

3 A
an

K1

T
)

-57.5xl0~ 6 Q.
T—Const

The numerical values are variables depending only on wavelength and have units of [K Pa-1]
and [m3 kg"1], respectively. Assuming temperature and humidity are strongly positively or
negatively correlated intheinertial subrange, CJQcanbewritten as(Kohsiek, 1982):
C

TQ ~rTQ

r

\CTCQ)

TQ

=±\.

(4.10)

By substituting (4.10)in (4.9)andusingthe abovedefinitions for AT andAQ for visibletonear
infrared frequencies, Wesely (1976)showed that for scintillometers operating at near-infrared
wavelengths CT isrelated to C„2by:

Cj =C^10 1 2

0.78/>

1+

0.03

(4.11)

PJ

Here/5istheBowen ratioandisgiven by(Wesely, 1976;Kohsiek, 1982):
pC.

P=

Cr
'Q

Here p [=1.2 kg nT3] is the density of air, Cp[=1005 J kg"1 KT1]the specific heat of air at
constant pressure and Avrepresents the latent heat of vaporisation [J kg" ] The need for ft
reveals a first limitation of the scintillation method, as compromising point measurements of
the sensible and latent heat flux are necessary to obtain CT from (4.11). The Bowen ratio
term in (4.11) corrects for the contribution of the combined effect of temperature and
humidity fluctuations on C„2. For dry soil conditions ji is generally larger than 1 and
consequently the Bowen ratio term in (4.11) becomes negligibly small (see e.g. De Bruin et
al. 1995).However, for (5 assmall as0.1 thecorrection term becomes as large as70% (Green
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&Hayashi, 1998).
Inthesurface layer, Cj canbescaledwiththescalingtemperatureT* [K] givenby:
-H
pC u*

(4.12)

where H [W m~2] is the sensible heat flux density and u* [m s~'] the friction velocity.
Following Wyngaard et al. (1971) we write the Monin-Obukhov functional forms of
atmospheric stability fornormalised Cj as:

cUz-df3

(z-d)

\ + Ci

(z-d)

<0

(4.13)

where z [m] is the height above the zero-plane displacement height (d [m]) and CAandeg
empirical constants derived from the Kansas data by Wyngaard et al. (1971), 4.9 and 7
respectively forunstable conditions.The Obukhov length isdefinedby:
pC Tu;
Ln='°
gKHsc(\ +0.07/ p)

(4.14)

forg- 9.81ms~2thegravitational acceleration andvonKarman'sconstant, K=0.4.
Thus, to calculate Hsc from (4.14) relies on knowledge of both u* and {z-d)/L„.
Generally, thedeficiency in theavailable spatial measurement of u* is overcome by using a
point measure of the average wind speed, u [m s~'] and surface roughness, zo [m]. For
unstableconditions,themean vertical windspeedisgivenby(Panofsky &Dutton, 1984):
KU

f

z-d^
-*p
Ln
zo ,

(4.15)
z-d

fra isauniversal function ofz/ L„.Forunstable conditions theintegrated stability correction
for thediabatic wind profile, *¥m, equals (Paulson, 1970):
z-d

=Ln

1+x 2

\

\ +X

- 2arctan(x)+-
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(4.16)

wherex - (1- 16(z-d)IL,rfIA. Now an iterative procedure is used to solve (4.15) for u* from
an initial guess for (z-d)/L„. T* isthencalculated from (4.13)usingtheobtained valuefor Cj
from the scintillometer andthe initial valuefor (z-d)/L„. From (4.12),using u* andT*, Hsccan
be calculated and then be used in (4.14) to calculate L„. This procedure is repeated until the
values for (z-d)/L„converge.
By using two scintillometers at different heights above the surface, a spatial
measurement of L„ and u* can be derived without incorporating compromising point
measurements of the friction velocity u* or alternatively the average wind speed combined
with a measure of the roughness length. The presumption that such measurements are
representative of the entire transect usually holds for homogeneous surface cover but may not
be valid for patchwork terrain. The two-scintillometer technique, referred to as the CT profile method, isthesubject ofChapter5.
4.7.Theeffect ofabsorption fluctuations
In aturbulent atmosphere theamplitudeof apropagating beamof EMradiation of wavelength
A,can be distorted not only by refraction but also by absorption fluctuations. Generally, the
effect of the latter is considered to be too small to be detected. The spectral envelope of the
near-infrared light emitting diode (LED) source used by the LAS transmitter, however,
encompasses many strong water vapour absorption lines and could cause a significant effect
of absorption fluctuations on scintillation.
Refraction istheresultof from normal and anomalous dispersion asdescribed in section
(4.3). If, however, the frequency of the emitted EM wave is close to a resonance frequency
(absorption lines) of atmospheric constituents, like water vapour and carbon dioxide,
absorption becomes important. To quantitatively describe the combined effect of refraction
and absorption, a complex refractive index, Cn2, is introduced. Here the phenomenon of
absorption is represented by the imaginary part of the refractive index and is solely
determined by single absorption lines and their corresponding absorption coefficients (#),
resulting in atotal absorption coefficient for aband of lines (Hill etal., 1980).The absorption
line strength is temperature dependent, while the absorption line width is temperature,
humidity andpressure dependent.
The contribution of absorption fluctuations to C„2is generally neglected, that means to
have areal component only.Inreality Cn2 includesboth areal part, C„R, duetorefraction and
an imaginary part, C„/, attributabletotheabsorption mechanism, andisdefined by:
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C

n=CnR

+ c2

(4-17)

nI

Any additional source of scintillation such as a contribution from absorption fluctuations
could conceivably corrupt theestimation of the sensible heat flux. To decide whether there is
significant additional scintillation caused bythe absorption mechanism, this subject is studied
indetail inchapter6.
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AP, Wageningen, TheNetherlands
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HorticulturalResearchInstituteofNewZealand, KerikeriResearchCentre, Kerikeri, Bay of
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5.1. Introduction
Over thepast few years the scintillation method todetermine thepath-averaged sensible heat
flux density,Hsc[Wm 2 ], has increased inpopularity (e.g.,De Bruin etal, 1995).This trend
is reflected by the increase in scientific publications on this subject and the commercial
availability of the NOAA-designed large-aperture, infrared scintillometer (Science
Technology Inc., Gaithersburg MD, USA) and the Scintec (Model SLS20, Mossingen,
Germany) visible diode-laser scintillometer (Thiermann, 1992). There exist other
combinations of scintillometers that also provide path-averaged flux density measurements.
Of significance is the 'Inner scale meter' utilising the large-aperture infrared and HeNe
scintillometers (Hill etal., 1992a) and the 'Biochromatic technique' with HeNe and CO2laser
scintillometers (Thiermann &Grassl, 1992).Thereader isreferred toacomprehensive review
articleonoptical scintillation methods (Hill, 1992)for further information.
A first limitation of the current scintillation methods is that none provide kilometre
scale path-averaged sensible heat flux without incorporating compromising point

measurements of the friction velocity «* [m s~'], or alternatively the average wind speed
combined with a measure of the roughness length. The presumption that such measurements
arerepresentative of theentire transect usually holds for homogeneous surface cover but may
notbe valid for patchwork terrain. Toassert that scintillometers can determine path-averaged
flux densities at landscape scales, and for them to successfully characterise surface flux
densitiesoveraheterogeneous surface, willrequireresolution ofthisissue.
The refractive scintillations, as measured by a scintillometer's receiver, are related to
the refractive index structure parameter, C„2 [irf2"]. For the inertial subrange scale sizes,C„
expresses the intensity of the refractive index fluctuations encountered by an electromagnetic
beam along the propagation path of the scintillometer. Similar to C„2, the temperature
structure parameter, C/ [K2 m_2/3], represents the intensity of atmospheric temperature
fluctuations (Tartarski, 1961, 1971). For large aperture scintillometers operating at nearinfrared wavelengths,Wesely (1976)showedthat Cj isrelatedto C„2 by:

qUc^io 12

^ (t
0.78P

0.03 Y
1+-

(5.1)

PJ

provided that the atmospheric temperature and humidity fluctuations are highly correlated.
Here,P [Pa]isthe average atmospheric pressure, Tthe average airtemperature [K] andftthe
(Bowen) ratio of sensible to latent heat flux density. The need for ft reveals a second
limitation of the scintillation method, as compromising point measurements of the sensible
and latent heat flux are necessary to obtain Cj from (5.1). The Bowen ratio term in (5.1)
corrects for the contribution of the combined effect of temperature and humidity fluctuations
on Cn2. For dry soil conditionsPis generally larger than 1and consequently the Bowen ratio
term in(1)becomes negligibly small (seee.g., DeBruin etal, 1995).However, for/? assmall
as0.1, thecorrection termbecomes aslarge as70%(Green &Hayashi, 1998).
Andreas (1988) published amethod todetermine thepath-averaged Obukhov length,L„
[m], using two matched scintillometers positioned at heights z [m] and propagating over the
same pathlength. This method pivoted about CT being an empirical function of atmospheric
stability f(z/L„) in the lower boundary layer (Wyngaard et al, 1971). Through the
measurement off(z/L,„) at two heights, common constants within this functional expression
were eliminated and the functional dependence of L„was reduced to the accuracy of the
measured heights and the scintillometer calibrations. Andreas (1988) made no experimental
measurements; this was first undertaken byHill etal.(1992b)whomeasured Cj at heightsof
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1.45and 3.95 m over a propagation path of 606 m using the NOAA designed large aperture
scintillometers (Ochs & Cartwright, 1980). The collected data showed reasonable sensible
heat flux density comparisons to eddy covariance-determined flux densities for the best
meteorological conditions. Hill et al. (1992b) believed systematic differences between
scintillometers causedundueerrorinthisapproach, which wascalledthe CT - profile method
andthatreliable flux densities depended onimproving instrument performance.
Apartfrom Hilletal.(1992b)nootherexperimental datahavebeenpublished using this
method. Because of the advantages of atruly path-averaged and long-distance scintillometer
system, there is aneed toexplore the approach further. To this end wepresent further results
of sensible heat flux densities derived using the Cr2-profile method compared to those
derived using the eddy covariance method. The experiment was conducted over a pasture
canopy and data are presented in the form of acontinuous time-series of half-hour-averaged
fluxdensities andadirectcomparison over severaldays.
5.2.Theory
Inthe surface layer, CT canbescaledwiththe scalingtemperatureT* [K]givenby:
~H°r
pC pu*

~

(5.2)

where p [kg irf3] is the density of air and Cp [J kg-1 K~'] the specific heat of air at constant
pressure. Following Wyngaard et al. (1971) we write the Monin-Obukhov functional forms
of atmospheric stability for normalised CT as:
z

Cjz1"

(

A -2/3

\ +cB

(

x

z <0

z

(5.3)

where cA and cB are 4.9 and 7 respectively for unstable conditions; empirical constants have
been derived from theKansas databyWyngaard etal.(1971).TheObukhov length is defined
by:

JOiL

(5.4)

gKT*
using g = 9.81 m s 2 the gravitational acceleration, the von Karman's constant, X"= 0.4 and
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neglecting thecontribution of humidity fluctuations.
After Hill et al (1992b), the ratio of the functional form of atmospheric stability at a
lowerandupperheight (designated bysubscriptsLandH)maythen bewrittenas:

f(zH/I<o).
f(zL/L0)'

ZH

C2

= R.

(5.5)

We define rscas the ratio of the two heights, ZH /ZL, and the geometric mean of zH/L„and
ZL/L„ as:

^JlHzJ^

(5>6)

Now by substituting L0 from (5.6) into (5.3),then substituting (5.3) into (5.5) and solving for
£,weobtain:

:

1/2
3 2
r, V (j? / -l)

c^

g= 7

,/q

\

(5)^0.

(5.7)

From the measured values of C^2 at ZH and z/.,/?and the accompanying t, can be calculated.
One can now find a path-averaged value for L„ using (5.6), which is then used to obtain T*
from (5.3) for either the lower or upper height measurement of Cj. Knowing the path
averaged L„ andT* now allows calculation of apath-averaged u*, using (5.4).Finally, apathaveraged Hscfor the configuration of twoscintillometers at twodifferent heights is calculated
from thetemperature scaleT* asgiven in(5.2).
5.3. Experimental
5.3.1.Sitedescriptionandweatherconditions
This experiment was an adjunct to a major scintillation experiment exploring the use of a
microwave and alarge-aperture infrared scintillometer todetermine the surface flux densities
of sensible and latent heat (Green et al, 1998). Data were collected in summer over several
daysinFebruary 1996nearAhipara, acoastal settlement inthefar north of New Zealand. The
main scintillometer link was established over a 3.1 km distance at a height of 10m running
south-east from the transmitters near the Kaitaia Township oxidation ponds, to the receivers
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sited on a cattle farm close by the Kaitaia-Ahipara coast road (midpoint, longitude 173° 15'
and latitude 35° 08').This site was chosen for thehomogeneity of surface cover and apparent
flatness and is best described as a reclaimed coastal swamp approximately 10 km from the
sea. Near the path midpoint a 10-m tower was instrumented with a two-dimensional drag
anemometer (Green et al, 1991), ID sonic-thermometer (Campbell Scientific Inc., Logan
UT, USA); Krypton hygrometer (Campbell Scientific Inc., Logan UT, USA); net radiometer
(Radiation Energy Balance Systems, Seattle WA, USA), wind vane, sensitive cup
anemometer and an air temperature-humidity probe (Vaisala, Helsinki,Finland). Half-hourly
eddy covariance calculations of Hec,the latent heat flux density XEec [W m~] and u*were
madefor thecomparison with thepath-averaged scintillometer values.

(Oxidation Ponds)

Transmitter (Tx) Mast
Tangonge Drain

Pukepoto
-Scale
1km

Figure 5.1: Site layout showing the position of the 3.1 km path relative to the shorter 141 m
transect.
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As these scintillometers were already in place then, another large-aperture
scintillometer link at a lower height of 1.5m was easily installed to specifically investigate
the Cr2-profile method. This shorter 141m long link (pasture scale) was sited at the receiver
end of the 3.1 km transect (see Figure 5.1). An eddy covariance mast was installed nearby
with instruments centred at the same height for surface flux density measurements. This
shorter link was apractical compromise instriving for agreater ratio ofheights.Wecould not
expect thebeam toremain horizontal tothesurface andunbroken at 1.5 mclosetofarm fence
and cattle heights over kilometre distances. Besides, signal saturation from refractive
turbulence effectively path limited the operation at low heights. In siting the lower
scintillometer path in this manner we were effectively assuming homogeneity of terrain and
thatturbulent flow wasconsistent overthe3kmdistance.
The landscape was bereft of significant obstacles such as buildings, bisecting roads and
people, and comprised a collection of paddocks primarily used for grazing cattle with some
dairy cows. The surface cover consisted of mainly Kikuyu grass (Pennisetium clandestinum
Hochst. Ex Chiov) with sporadic Pennyroyal weeds (Metha pulegium L.). Drainage ditches,
which are dry at this time of year, fractured the surface pattern at intermittent intervals and
wereconfined attheirperimeterbyclumpsof swampgrass.Patches ofbulrushes, blackberries
and Scotch thistles increased in numbers towards the transmitter end. However, the bellshaped weighting function associated with the scintillometer path-averaging process (Wang
etal, 1978) attributes alower weighting tochanges in ground cover at the ends of the beam.
Forboth scintillometer sitestheaveragesurface coverwastherefore considered similar.
The experiment started on the 14th of February 1998. The majority of the data,
however, were collected on the 27th through to 29th February. During this time the weather
typically showed a clear sky early morning, but cloudiness with light winds by midday. This
was in contrast to the proceeding period with overcast and some rain. For the measurement
period between the 27th and 29th of February,/?was larger than 1,making the Bowen ratio
correction in(5.1) insignificant.

5.3.2.Datacollectionandinstrumentation
Data were collected using synchronised data loggers (21X, Campbell Scientific Inc., Logan
UT, USA) at the receiver ends of the scintillometer links and at the base of the eddy
covariance masts. Eddy covariance calculations of the surface flux densities were made for
each half-hour period by the loggers using a 10 Hz scan rate. Slower sensors such as the
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windvane, net radiometer and the temperature and humidity sensor were logged at 1Hz, as
were the scintillometer signals. The data were downloaded from the loggers in the field to a
portable PCfor analysisonaspreadsheet.
The scintillometer's transmitting and receiving apertures were 0.15 m in diameter. At
the transmitter, a 7 kHz square wave oscillator modulated a light emitting, infrared diode
source. At the receiving end of the scintillometer, the signal was processed by analog
electronics to provide a direct output of Cn2, presented as a scaled, analog voltage. The
bandwidth of accepted scintillations is set by electronic hardware at 0.03 - 400 Hz with the
final output being time-integrated for 2.5 s. Another micrologger (21X) was used to record
thedataata 1 Hzsamplingrate,which were averagedfor 30minutes.
5.4.Resultsand discussion
5.4.1.ScalingCT with height
Measurements of CT at z = 1.5 m and 10m using data taken from displaced scintillometers
provided an opportunity to observe the scaling behaviour of CT with height. From (5.5) we
write:

(c2 )
c2

2/3

(5.8)

=

[CTH )
Wyngaard et al. (1971) showed that CT decreases with height as z~m for unstable to near
neutral conditions, where both \ZH /LJ and \ZL /L„\ approach zero. From (5.3) and (5.5), R
therefore becomes close to unity and (5.8) reduces to CTL ~3.5CTH (for heights of 1.5 and
10m).Notethatthis isnotthecasefor veryunstableconditions where lz///L„land \ZL/L„\ » 1
and R < 1 cannot be neglected in (5.8). In fact, CT decreases with height asz^ /3 under these
conditions (Wyngaard etal, 1971).
The measured values of CT are collected within a range of stabilities (-0.2 < ZH/LO S
-0.01). For the outer limit of this stability range {ZH/L„ = -0.2) wefirst calculateR from (5.5)
and substitute thisratiointo(5.8)writtenas:

r2 - 1 I Z H

2/3

2/3
-TL

=1.6
[ZL

cTL'

reducing further to:
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for

---0.2,

(5.9)

CTL -5.6CTH

(5.10)

for thedisplaced scintillometers atheights 1.5 and 10m.Presented on alog-log graph (Figure
2) where Cj varies over two orders of magnitude (0.001 < Cj < 0.1) the half-hourly data
points are scattered about and between the lines representing CTL =3.5 CTH (neutral
conditions) and the stability-corrected expression (5.10) CTL =5.6CTH• With 60data points
theregression linehasanintercept ofzeroandaslopegiven by:
2
TH •

Cl, =3.84(±0.22)C.

This relationship defines (5.8) for neutral conditions where R = 1,multiplied by the average
I

I —")I"K

ratio of (1+7|z/Lo\)

?

—9/^

at the two heights. It suggests that CV decreases with height as z '

for unstable to near neutral conditions. Acorrelation coefficient, R2 =0.68, indicates a larger
spread of data about theregression linethan isapparent on logarithmic axes.Despite thelarge
difference in propagation pathlengths, and the possibility that CT2 may differ at the same
heightacrossthe 3.1 kmtransect, thescintillometers appeartobeobservingthesame strength
of refractive turbulence when appropriately scaled by their displaced height. This implies a
degree of homogeneity of turbulent flow across the transect and that the surface is
horizontally homogeneous.
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Figure S.2: Comparison of CT2 measured at heights of 10 m (CTH) and 1-5 m (CTL2). Lines
indicate equation (5.6) for the outer limits of the measured stability region.
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All surface flux density determination techniques have limitations (Thiermann &
Grassl, 1992) and mention should be made of the concern expressed by Hill etal.(1992b) as
to the systematic differences found between the large aperture scintillometers. Their
scintillometer, positioned at z = 1.45m and compared indirectly to wire-thermometer pairs,
gave systematically 4% lower values of Cj than at z = 3.95 m. Such errors will affect the
ratio R and the final calculated value of Hsc.According to Hill et al.(1992b), the systematic
error due to non-uniform illumination over the transmitter and receiver apertures is the main
reason for this difference. Although wedid notcompareour scintillometers atthetwo heights
we did compare the signals received at z = 10m for two adjacent receiver units sharing the
same transmitter and pathlength (Green et al, 1998). Despite the careful opto-electronic
calibration of the receiver scintillometers in thelaboratory, and field alignment for maximum
signal strength one scintillometer systematically underestimated the other by more than 5%
(R2=0.92) for asampleof 107averaged half-hourly values of Cj. This is an error inR of at
least 10%assumingbothheights areprecisely measured.
Andreas (1988) performed asensitivity analysis for this method taking into account the
uncertainty in measuring the signal outputs and the vertical separation of the scintillometers.
Not wishing to measure closer tothe surface than 1m, and ensuring the mechanical stability
of the scintillometer at greater heights, Andreas showed thebest sensitivity is obtained for rre
= 10.Further, if the scintillometers agreed to within 5% after calibration and if rsccould be
measured to within 2% for an rsc= 10, Andreas demonstrated the best sensitivity for this
method occurred for a stability range of -3 < (z/L„) <-0.015. The calculated value of L0
should be accurate to within a factor of 2. Our data set lies within this range with values
spread about (-0.2< (ZH/L„) <-0.01) andaratio,rsc=6.7, neartotheoptimum configuration.
For very unstable conditions, Andreas showed this method to be not particularly accurate.
However, this is not a serious limitation since duringfree convective conditions Cj becomes
independent of mechanical transport so a measure of ut is not required (Panofsky &Dutton,
1984).Hsccan then becalculated directly from either scintillometerusing:

Hsc=0.5pCAz-d)

^T

(C2)3/4.

5.4.2.Comparingtheprofileandeddycovariancemethods
A comparison of data obtained for half-hourly calculated Hsc versus Hec (z = 10 m) is
presented for the days, 27th, 28th and 29th February 1996 (Fig. 5.3). The linear regression
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(5.11)

attwoheights suggest to scale as z~m inthesurface layer for arangeof unstable conditions, 0.2 < (z/L„) <-0.01.The result further supports Wyngaard et al. (1971) describing Cj as a
function of atmospheric stability,f(z/L0). Furthermore, our observations suggest that the large
difference in absolute pathlengths and their relative positioning was not necessarily
detrimental to this sensible heat flux density comparison. It also implies the experimental site
and atmospheric conditions probably met the criteria of homogeneous terrain, flatness of
surface andhomogeneity of turbulent flow asrequired bysimilarity theory.
The comparison of the two scintillometer receivers at z = 10 m showed a systematic
difference between half-hourly averaged Cj by at least 5%, close to the indirectly
determined value of 4% described by Hill & Ochs (1992). It is realistic to expect this
instrument difference tobe consistent when using the vertically displaced scintillometers and
to be reflected in an error in the ratio R of 10%. Despite having taken particular care in
optimising the opto-electronics and instrument alignment wecan offer noexplanation for this
discrepancy other than to accept Hill's explanation of non-uniform aperture illumination.
There is an obvious need to reduce this uncertainty if the Cj -profile method is to improve
determination of thesensibleheat flux density, Hsc.
The time series of half-hour flux density measurements using the eddy covariance and
CT -profile methods were generally consistent inmagnitude and followed the same temporal
trend.Without wishing todownplay obvious discrepancies between some half-hour valuesof
HscandHec,after scrutiny of the data set some irregularities were explainable by wind shifts
causing shadowing of the sonic anemometer. Some disagreement is also attributable to the
difference in the flux density determining methods themselves. The Cj - profile method
incorporates path-average measurements made over two different pathlengths, whereas the
eddy covariance instruments deduce the flux density at the midpoint of the 3km transect and
are susceptible to local effects. In the final comparison of half-hourly values of HscandHec
the best-fit regression agreement is within 10%.However, there is an even scatter about the
1:1 line (lessthan for the Cj comparison) suggestingnoparticular biasfor either method.
Future research requires further experimental data for a tighter statistical comparison
and effort made to reduce instrument uncertainties. The advantages this offered by this
method warrant further improvements ininstrumentation and methodology.
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6.1. Introduction
Near-infrared scintillometers are becoming increasingly popular as a means of determining
the sensible heat flux density (De Bruin et ai, 1995). The application of these instruments
requires careful evaluation of their ability to produce reliable measurements of the scattering
process due to refractive index fluctuations, as the sensible heat flux is derived from the lineintegral of the refractive index structure parameter. Any additional source of scintillation such
as a contribution from absorption fluctuations, could conceivably corrupt the scattering
information were it of appropriate energy and frequency and with that the sensible heat flux.
Scintillometers typically have an operating bandwidth to span the frequency of
refraction scintillations. The lower cut-off frequency is generally chosen to be an order less
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than the lowest frequency of interest. This removes any gradually varying offsets such as the
changing absolute source intensity.
In a lossy atmosphere the amplitude of a propagating beam of electromagnetic (EM)
energy of wavelength A, can be distorted by refraction and absorption fluctuations. To
quantitatively describe thecombined effect of refraction and absorption, acomplex refractive
index, C„2,isintroduced.Therealcomponent, C„R isduetoscattering andtheimaginary part,
Cnf attributabletotheabsorption mechanism.
Tatarskii (1961) produced much of the original work on the propagation of EM waves
in a turbulent atmosphere but did not consider the effect of absorption on the signal
fluctuations. Gurvich (1968) computed the two-dimensional spatial, spectral density of the
logarithmic amplitude fluctuations of a plane wave propagating in a turbulent absorbing
atmosphere.He noted that thesignificance of absorption fluctuations increases for small wave
numbers (k = 2rtX~'), attributable to large-scale atmospheric inhomogeneities. From
numerical estimates Kanevskii (1972)found that atmospheric absorption can leadto increases
in sub-millimetre radio wave amplitude fluctuations. Andreyev and Chernaya (1978)
performed calculations and made experimental observations for amplitude fluctuations of
millimetre waves propagating in a turbulent absorbing atmosphere and concluded that less
than 1% of the total scintillations were due to the imaginary component of the refractive
index. Ott (1977) and Ott and Thompson (1978) extended Gurvich's work to demonstrate an
enhancement at the low frequency end of the temporal spectral density of the log amplitude
fluctuations W%(/)for plane radio waves. Here/is the temporal scintillation frequency (Hz).
Hill etal.(1980) investigated the variance of the logarithmic amplitude (<7X2) of infrared light
and found that the absorption fluctuations were small compared tothe refractive effect. In his
paperHill also suggested that the effect of absorption fluctuations would be increased relative
to refractive scintillations using spatially large transmitting and receiving apertures. Medeiros
Filho et al. (1983), also working in the time domain, presented a detailed theory and
experimental observations for millimetre wave amplitude fluctuations in an oxygen absorbing
region, validating the results of Ott and Thompson (1978). Cole (1986) used the work of
Medeiros Filho et al.(1983) to provide an example of the effect of oxygen absorption on
amplitude scintillations. Kagawa et al. (1996) calculated W%(/) using an infrared, tuneable
diode laser centred around a water absorption line and obtained similar results to the
millimetre wavelengths.
The spectral envelope of the near-infrared light emitting diode (LED) source used by
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the large aperture scintillometer's (LAS) transmitter encompasses many strong water vapour
absorption resonances. By isolating a band of these lines using an optical filter we can
investigate the effect of scintillations in this absorption region.
This study looks at W%(f) in a lossy medium to decide whether there is significant
additional enhancement at low frequencies due to the absorption mechanism. Under such
conditions it would be advisable to either operate scintillometers at wavelengths outside
absorption regions or modify the scintillation low cut-off frequency to exclude absorption
effects.

6.2. Theory
Due to the finite aperture of the optics and the size of the LED, the transmitted beam of EM
radiation consists of a superposition of incoherent, spherical waves. While passing through
the atmosphere, fluctuations in temperature, humidity and static pressure cause fluctuations in
both the C„R and Cj resulting in random refraction and absorption of the beam (Hill et al.
1980).
Normal dispersion and anomalous dispersion determine the real part of the refractive
index. The first effect is dominant far from any absorption line, whereas the latter effect may
be important when the frequency of the emitted EM wave is close to the resonance frequency
(absorption lines) of atmospheric constituents, like water vapour and carbon dioxide, resulting
in enhanced scattering of the beam. Here we consider only the contribution of water vapour
resonances. If the frequency of the EM wave is close to a resonance frequency of water
vapour, part of the energy of the wave will be absorbed. This phenomenon is represented by
the imaginary part of the refractive index and is solely determined by single absorption lines
and their corresponding absorption coefficients (/},-), resulting in a total absorption coefficient
(P = EPi) for a band of lines (Hill et al., 1980). The absorption line strength is temperature
dependent, while the absorption line width is temperature, humidity and pressure dependent.
In the case of the spectral envelope of the LED, there are many water vapour resonance
frequencies (absorption lines) contributing to the total anomalous refraction and absorption.
The refraction remains dominated by normal dispersion, though. As a result, the refractive
scintillations are related to the refractive index structure parameter, C„R, and the absorption
fluctuations to the structure parameter of the imaginary part of the refractive index, Cj'.
Both C„R and C„2 are related to the structure parameters of temperature Cj , humidity
CQ and pressure Cp2. The contribution of the latter, however, is negligible. C„R2 and C„/2 are
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respectively given by(Hill etal, 1980):

T

C2nI = B ^

T

Q

2
+ B Q%

Q

+ 2BTBQ^

(6.2)

HereAT and AQ are determined by the normal and anomalous dispersion, while Brand BQ are
determined by absorption. Tand Qrepresentthemean atmospheric temperature andhumidity.
For visible and near-infrared wavelengths of the LED source, the CT term is the main
contributor to C„R in (6.1), while the contribution of the covariant term is small but not
insignificant. The contribution of the CQ term to C„R, however, appears to be negligibly
small (Wesely, 1976).Incontrast withCnR2, the CQ termin (6.2) isthe main contributor C,,2,
while the contribution of the covariant term and the CT2 term appear to be negligibly small
(Hill etal., 1980).This leaves us with asimple expression for Cj, solely determined by CQ2
(seeSection 6.3).
The LAS measures the variance of the logarithmic amplitude fluctuations of the
received EM wave and computes C„ directly. The instrument provides a bandpass limited
valueof ex/ scaledby itsaperturediameterD [m]andthepropagation pathlength L [m].From
Wangetal. (1978),
C^=4.48cr£ir7/3L~3.

(6.3)

This paper deals with observations of the effect of water absorption and refractive
scintillations on a beam of EM radiation at anear-infrared wavelength (943.5 nm+ 4.5 nm).
To study this effect, similar to the work of Medeiros Fihlo et al. (1983) and Kagawa et al.
(1996), W%(/) has to be analysed for the case of finite transmitting and receiving apertures
andincoherent spherical waves.
Clifford (1971) derived an equation for Wx(/) for the case of a spherical wave. This
equation can be extended to include the spatially incoherent transmitting and receiving optics
by filter factors from Wang et al. (1978). The temporal spectral densities of the logarithmic
amplitudefluctuations caused by the real and imaginary parts of therefractive index are given
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by:
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Where yr = RrKzL~' andy, = R,KzL~'are dimensionless quantities, K is the two-dimensional
spatial wavenumber [rrf'] of turbulent eddies, z the position along the propagation path [m],
RtandRr theradius ofthetransmitter andreceiver [m]andkthe wavenumber of theEM wave
[m-1]. R,and Rr aretaken equal here and will be referred to asRrl. Thefactors containing the
Bessel functions, J], describe the damping effect of the finite apertures of the LAS. In the
above expression it is assumed that the three dimensional spatial power spectrum of the
refractive index follows the Kolmogorov K "'" 3 or inertial range power law behaviour (e.g.
Monin & Yaglom, 1975). This assumption will break down at some low wavenumber,
depending on stability, and a high wavenumber, depending on the inner scale of turbulence.
Here we are especially interested in the behaviour of the scintillation spectrum at low
wavenumbers. For the present we will assume that the Kolmogorov region extends to our
lowest frequency of interest, 0.01 Hz (asusual, wavenumber and frequency arerelated by the
wind speed while invoking thefrozen turbulence hypothesis).
The total Wx(/) as measuied by the LAS receiver is a combined spectrum where
absorption and refractive index fluctuations are both active. Figure 1 shows the combined
theoretical spectra for values of C„/ = 10~13m_2/3and Cj = 10~24 m~m and for v= 1(solid
line) and v = 4 ms~' (dashed line). At low frequencies, W%R (J)is constant, but at high
frequencies it shows a sharp drop-off. This behaviour is quantitatively similar to the one
reported by Clifford (1971) who studied the case of a spherical wave. However, the level of
theplateau of W%R(/)is different as isthe slope at high frequencies. Whereas Clifford found
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/(Hz)
Figure 6.1: The theoretical temporal spectral densities (WX,R(/) &Wx,i(/)) of the logarithmic
amplitude fluctuations caused by the real and imaginary part of the refractive index for a 1 m
s_1 (Solid line) and 4 m s~' (Dashed line) transverse windspeed, C„R2 = 110"'" m~ ", C„i =
MO"24 m"2'\ an inner scale (l0) of 0.5 cm and a 200 m pathlength. The refractive index
spectrum includes the so-called Hill bump (Hill &Clifford, 1978).

a -8/3 behaviour f o r / » v((2n?dL)~m), ournumerical calculations show amoreorless -12/3
dependence as demonstrated in Figure 6.1.The reason for this is the damping effect of the
apertures (see e.g. Mandics et al, 1973). If the radius of the receiving and transmitting
aperture is larger than the first Fresnel zone (XL)~m, the transition between the frequency
independent part and the dependent part of W%R(/)is determined by Rtr rather than (AL)" .
At frequencies/» v((27rAL)~l/2)the slope gets steeper than -8/3 due to the combined effect
of the apertures and the first Fresnel zone. The transition frequency, or upper corner
frequency, as referred to by Medeiros Fihlo et al. (1983), now scales with the ratio of
transverse wind speed vand the diameter of the transmitter and receiver. From the numerical
calculations,wefound that for

fc2 -

(6.6)

1.25D

the spectrum had dropped to half of its value at low/. The frequency independent part of the
spectrum isderived from thenumerical integration as:

WX,R(f) =

0mS9L3D~7^clRv~]

(6.7)

Note that W%R if) is independent of the optical wavenumber k.This is typical for the LAS as
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long as the condition D » (AL)~I/2 is fulfilled.
W%i(/) shows a / ~ 8 dependence (see Figure 6.1). The cases of spherical wave, plane
wave and finite apertures are identical at low frequencies because only the largest eddies
contribute to the amplitude spectrum. Here the spectrum for the lower frequencies (<1 Hz) is
(Clifford, 1971):
=0.0326k2LC2nl

Wzj(f)

v5/3/"8

(6.8)

Note that W^.i (/) is independent of the aperture diameters D, but depends on the optical
wavenumber L
The transition in the total spectrum (W%(/)) between the contribution of absorption
fluctuations in the low frequency part and the frequency independent part of the refractive
index fluctuations is defined by WX,R (fci) =W ^ j (fci )•From (6.7) and (6.8) it follows that
( „2 Y ^

^3/4

/ d =0.936

D

7/8

(6.9)

cnR
fci is the lower corner frequency as referred to by Medeiros Fihlo et al. (1983) and is
indicated in Figure 1.Note thatfci shifts to higher frequencies with increasing D, whereas fa
shifts to lower frequencies, thus reducing the extension of the frequency independent region
from both sides.

6.3. The calculation of C„i2 and C Q 2
Knowing C„;2 permits calculation offci from (6.9), as CnR is effectively the LAS output and v
is known from a drag anemometer (see Section 6.4.3). C„/2 can be calculated from (6.2).
Following Hill et al. (1980), BQis given by:
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where A is the wavelength of an absorption line and (f}c) the continuum absorption. The
dimensionless coefficient, £>Q„ expresses the relation between the absorption line shape and
the humidity; if this effect is neglected than bQi = 1; if also the continuum absorption is
neglected, the resulting expression for flgis than given by:

(6.10)
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Here £ /?;denotes the sum over only those absorption linesclose to acentral wavelength (A),
i.e. the absorption lines in the spectral envelope of the optical filter around 943.5 nm. The
value £ fij is determined from tables of the HITRAN database (Hill, pers. comm., 1996) for
the optical filter window used in the experiment (9 nm) and result in a value for BQ of
3.75x10"".
The humidity structure parameter CQ, in a dimensionless form, is found to be a
universal function of (z- d)/L„.Herezistheheight,dthezero-plane displacement height and
L„ theMonin-Obukhov length.If allconserved scalars obeyMonin-Obukov similarity theory
scaling, all structure parameters are equal as discussed by Hill (1997) and, following
Wyngaard etal.(1971):

C^(z-d)

2/3

=4.9 1-7

(z-d)

-1-2/3

(6.12)

Ql
for unstable conditions and
2

-d) /*
CLQ(z-d)

=4.9 1 +2.75

(z-d)

(6.13)

for stable conditions. Here Q* =-Eu*~ in which E isthe evaporation rate and u* the friction
velocity. Now, the eddy correlation measurements (see Section 6.4) allow CQ to be
calculated from (6.12) and(6.13) andfrom this Cj and finally/c;.
6.4. Experimental
6.4.1.Sitedescription
Theexperiment tookplacefor severaldaysinearly summer 1996over aflat, exposed pastural
site on the Purerua peninsula (Lat. 35°16'S; Long. 173°55'E). The pasture was green with
moist soil surface conditions. The pasture sward was variable in height with a mixture of
recently grazed grass types and patches of bare soil. Bowen ratios were typically small and
seldom larger than 0.3, reflecting the greater amount of latent versus sensible heat flux.
Conditions were generally breezy with high clouds or clear skies. During the mid-morning a
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sea breeze would often develop from the North and persist until the late afternoon. Average
airtemperatures ranged from nighttimemeans of 15°Ctodaytimemaximumsof about 22°C.
The LAS link was established along at a distance of 248 m in an East-West direction.
The LAS receiver and transmitter were each mounted on interleaved concrete blocks at a
beam height of 2m and enclosed with plywood covers to protect against wind vibration and
rain. A3mlattice meteorological tower wasmounted atthemidpoint of the propagation path
witheddy correlation instruments.Allinstruments werebattery operated.

6.4.2. Largeaperturescintillometer
The LAS is acopy of the instrument conceived byWang etal.(1978) and built attheNOAA
wavePropagation Laboratory, Boulder Colorado and isaptly described in aNOAA Technical
Memorandum (Ochs et al. 1980). The only modification to the original design has been to
place a 1.25 cmdiameter, optical narrow bandpass filter (Andover Corp., Salem, NHUSA)in
the front of the receiver photo diode. This optically discriminates for a 9 nm wide band of
water absorption lines centred at 943.5 nm, present within the bandwidth of the LAS nearinfrared source. In this configuration the received signal is more sensitive to the effect of
absorption scintillations than it would be for the entire source spectral envelope. The NOAA
designed electronics measure thefluctuations inthereceived light intensity andoutput avalue
for Cn for a known pathlength and beam diameter following (6.3). The scintillation
bandwidth for refractive turbulence is setto therange 0.03 to400 Hz by active filters and the
final scaled output of the logarithmic amplitude signal variance is integrated for 2.5 s,
representing an average of all the scintillations occurring over this interval. This design
presumably eliminates any low frequency signal drift beyond 0.03 Hz and as mentioned
previously, theeffect of absorption scintillations.

6.4.3.Instrumentationanddatacollection
Onthe meteorological tower atthe LAS beam height eddy correlation instruments included, a
2D drag anemometer (HortResearch); a ID sonic anemometer, fine wire thermocouple and
Krypton Hygrometer (Campbell Scientific Ltd., Logan UT, USA); a sensitive cup
anemometer (HortResearch), a net radiometer (Radiation Energy Balance Systems, Seattle
WA, USA) and a naturally ventilated humidity-temperature sensor (Vaisala, Helsinki,
Finland). A potable datalogger (21X, Campbell Scientific Ltd., Logan UT, USA) with
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sampling intervals of 0.1 s and 60 s, calculated 30 minute averages of the sensible and latent
heat fluxes, the friction velocity, the streamwise and lateral wind speed components, wind
direction, cup wind speed, net radiation, relative humidity and air temperature. The drag
anemometer was oriented perpendicular to the scintillometer beam so that its streamwise
component represented v.
At the LAS receiver C,,2 was recorded at Is intervals and averaged for 30 minutes by a
similar 2IX datalogger. Toobtain W^(/), the signal was recorded directly at the output of the
LAS receiver photodiode. This procedure bypassed any electronic filtering and provided a
signal containing both absorption and refractive fluctuations. Two further 21X dataloggers
were programmed to compute Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs) of the unprocessed signal in
ranges 0.01 to 1 Hzand 1 to 100Hz.

6.5.Resultsanddiscussion
Figure 6.2 is atime series of half-hourly averages of v, Qand C„~ taken from 10:00to 20:00
hours local time (UTC +12) on day 343. Several wind shifts occur during the day as the
morning sea breeze starts to increase by midday and the wind direction reverses as indicated
by an increasing negative v(Figure 6.2a). The wet ocean air increases Q,which then remains
relatively constant until 16:00hours when there isanother 180-degree wind shift followed by
adrop in Qand astheatmosphere approaches stableconditions theaverage C„ isthen seen to
rapidly decrease by several orders of magnitude. This sudden drop in C„" at dusk is
symptomatic of the change in the atmospheric state as for a brief moment temperature
fluctuations cease (Wesely & Alcaraz, 1973). The scintillometer beam is subject to varying
cross winds from opposing quadrants with varying densities of wet air but relatively constant
values of C,,2until 16:00hours.
W%(/)ispresented inFigure 6.3 for aperiod from 11:00to 20:00 hours (Day 343).The
high frequency region is characterised by a -8/3 slope out to the 100 Hz Nyquist frequency
and is due to refraction of the near-infrared beam. Here fluctuations result from atmospheric
inhomogeneities that are smaller than the LAS beam diameter and which transect the path at
velocity v. The -8/3 slope is inconsistent with the steeper slope due to aperture averaging as
predicted bytheory.
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Figure 6.2: (a) Time series of 30 minute averages of the transverse windspeed, (b) the absolute
humidity and (c) the refractive index structure parameter for day 343.
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Figure 6.3: The changing temporal spectral density of the logarithmic amplitude fluctuations

(Wx(/)) forday 343.

The upper corner frequency, fc2, can approximately be regarded as the point where the
declining curve meets the flat region as described by Tatarskiii (1971). The indicated
positions offci in Figure 6.3 are the calculated values from (6.6) (see also Table 6.1). As
shown, any change in v is imitated by the calculated and observed upper corner frequency
having aminimum at 11:00hours and amaximum value at 1800hours.
As dusk approaches the spectral plateau lowers reflecting the decrease in the magnitude
of C„R and creating a well defined break between the low frequency absorption and higher
frequency refractive scintillations. Although theory predicts a -8/3 slope for the low
frequency portion of the spectrum (assuming a Kolmogorov spectrum) this was not clearly
observable until 17:00 hours. In retrospect, it would have been preferable to extent the low
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frequency limit (Kagawaetal.(1993)used 103Hz).
Table 6.1: Calculated values of the imaginary part of the refractive index structure parameter
(C„/) from the eddy correlation measurements and the calculated upper (/<-/) and lower (fC2)
corner frequencies onday343.

Time
H

V
_1

LE

H
2

Wm"

Z/L„
2

ms

Wrrf

1100

1.7

98.6

243.5

-1.60E+00

1200

-2.1

8.7

293.4

1300

-3.3

67.6

290.2

-

C„l

m

C„R

C„l /CnR 2

fc,

fc2

-

Hz

Hz

m

m~

7.00E-24

2.35E-13

2.97E-11

0.071

9.1

-1.04E-02

7.82E-24

3.81E-13

2.05E-11

0.076

11.2

-5.17E-02

4.13E-24

3.07E-13

1.35E-11

0.105

17.6

1400

-4.3

95.4

360.9

-2.51E-02

3.42E-24

2.91E-13

1.17E-11

0.127

22.9

1500

-4.4

91.1

318.9

-2.66E-02

2.76E-24

2.60E-13

1.06E-11

0.127

23.5

1600

-2.0

39.5

274.1

-9.97E-02

7.67E-24

2.45E-13

3.13E-11

0.086

10.7

1700

4.3

61.5

268.6

-3.02E-02

4.13E-24

8.22E-14

5.02E-11

0.220

22.9

1800

4.6

37.5

218.5

-1.35E-02

2.65E-24

4.06E-14

6.35E-11

0.262

24.5

1900

4.0

18.7

131.6

-7.88E-03

9.42E-25

4.30E-15

2.19E-1C

0.361

21.3

2000

3.9

-37.7

60.0

1.04E-02

2.49E-25

1.81E-14

1.37E-11

0.125

20.8

Fromthe datapresented in Figure 6.3,fa isseen to increase with decreasing C„R .A 10
fold decrease inCnR2 from 13:00to 18:00hoursresults in approximately a2.5 fold increasein
fa- Here the indicated lower corner frequencies are the calculated values and are shown in
Table 6.1.For midday conditions, the calculated lower corner frequency lies between 0.07
and 0.13 Hz. However, in the late afternoon and beginning of the evening,/c/ reaches even
higher values. During this period CnR2 has dropped one or two orders of magnitude (10"' to
10"'5) while Cj is still of the same magnitude (10~24). After 19:00 hours Cnf is also
decreasing towards 10~25,resulting in ashift of/c/ towards the lowerfrequencies again.Thus,
absorption scintillations will effect the position of/c/ but by a small amount compared to
CnR ,which dominates by varying many orders of magnitude throughout the day. When C„R2
decreases in magnitude towards the evening, theeffect of C„f is moreclearly seen with an in
increase infa and a clearly definable -8/3 slope attributed to the absorption mechanism.
Provided C„R2remains fairly constant vcan alsobeobserved toinfluence faAs previously discussed the LAS electronics have a low scintillation cut-off frequency
of0.03 Hz.Referring toFigure6.3 andTable 6.1,most of thetimetheeffect of the absorption
scintillation is seen to exceed this lower frequency limit and one wonders whether this
transgression corrupts themeasurement of C„~. Until 18:00hours the variance associated with
the absorption scintillations is insignificant compared to the refraction, but by 20:00 hours

>
E.

Figure 6.4: The temporal spectral variance at 20:00 hours for day343.

contribute significantly within the LAS transmitting bandwidth (Figure 6.4). Calculations
show that around this time absorption scintillations contribute about 3 to 5% to the total
variance aY2.

6.6. Conclusions
We analysed the contributions of the refraction and absorption fluctuations to the measured
scintillations using a LAS. To do so, the temporal spectral density of the logarithmic
amplitude fluctuations (W^(/)) was studied and compared with the theoretical description.
Theobserved refraction spectra showaf~m decay.Thiscontradicts thetheory, which predicts
a steeper slope due to the effect of the finite aperture sizes. So far, no explanation has been
found for this phenomenon and will be subject of further study. The experimental absorption
spectra are less well defined, but nevertheless seem to be in accordance with the theoretical
f ~8 slope.However, mindthattheK'

behaviourmaybequestionable.

The observed upper corner frequency corresponds with the theoretical predictions. It
varies between 10 and 25 Hz depending on the transverse wind speed. During daytime the
lower corner frequency is hard to observe due to the limited bandwidth of the spectra.
Towards the evening, however, there is significant decrease of the plateau of the refractive
spectrum and the lowercorner frequency becomes clearly visible.Thecalculated lower corner
frequency varies between 0.071 and 0.36 Hz depending on C„f/C„i and the transverse wind
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speed and fits well intheobserved spectra.
Nocturnal refractive scintillations are typically one order of magnitude or less lower
than daytime values and scintillometers used for the determination of the sensible heat flux
from the surface are generally only used during daytime. Should measurements of flux
densities be attempted for near neutral and stable conditions, it may be prudent to take
precaution to avoid corruption by absorption fluctuations by either extending the LAS lower
cut-off frequency to 0.5 Hz in order tocut out any absorption or operate the scintillometer at
awavelength outsidewatervapourabsorptionregions.
Note: The experiment was repeated in December 1997 using different spectral analysis
techniques. It was found that the high frequency drop-off of the spectrum was indeed steeper
than fm.

Spectra were simultaneously observed with the 21X datalogger and kept

disagreeing. It is tentatively concluded that the high frequency drop-off is not correctly
calculated bythe2IX inour application.
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CHAPTER 7
•
•
D

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
7.1. Introduction
For wetlands, the surface cover, localclimateand hydrology have been found to significantly
affect the flux densities of water vapour, carbon dioxide and other trace gases such as
methane. The long-term eddy covariance technique provides a powerful tool to estimate the
net annual ecosystem exchange of CO2 and H2O. These type of measurements over whole
ecosystems will also in future be of major importance to improving our understanding of
global mass and energy cycles. Knowledge of the interaction mechanisms atvarioustime and
spatial scales becomes significant, as point measurements have to be integrated to the larger
landscape, regional and global scale. This is of particular importance in addressing the
problem of the missing carbon sink. The development of remote sensing techniques, such as
the scintillation technique, to measure areally averaged flux densities could have great
potential.
7.2.Eddy covariance measurements
During a one and a half-year period in 1994 and 1995, eddy covariance flux density
measurements were made over a disturbed raised peat bog. Annually, the area released about
97 g CO2 m" to the atmosphere. The major part originates from biochemical oxidation of
organic matter, i.e. soil respiration, highly influenced by the temperature of the soil. The
observed soil temperature dependence expressed as a Q10 = 4.8,can beused for recovery and
interpolation of the annual cycle,but also for parameterisation of soil respiratory processes of
wetland ecosystems in climate models. Net CO2exchange during the growing season is the
result of the total respiration and photosynthesis. While respiration is mainly a temperature
dependent process, photosynthesis depends on various factors such as LAI, temperature and
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light.
Our data showed a clear non-linear relation between net CO2 flux density and the
incoming globalradiation. High vapourpressure deficit (>15hPa) suppressed the flux density
up to about 50 percent. However, at the same time the evaporation rates were not greatly
reduced. The observed decrease in the CO2flux density was not caused by stomatal closure,
such as often associated with soil water stress or a high atmospheric vapour pressure deficit.
Soil water stress as acausecan beexcluded asthedominating vegetation rooted in apeat soil
permanently close to saturation. It was found that the surface litter and the small amount of
leaf area often led to surface temperatures exceeding the optimum temperature for
photosynthesis. Therefore, long-term measurements of water vapour exchange are necessary
tounderstand the biological and climate processes and surface- and boundary layer feedback
mechanisms that control whole ecosystem CO2 exchange. For wetland ecosystems in
particular, water table measurements are of major importance to understand the exchange of
greenhouse gases and aretherefore highly recommended.
To understand the global mass and energy cycles, long-term eddy covariance
measurements from different ecosystems are of crucial importance. Data can be used to
quantify and explain the spatial and temporal differences in CO2and water vapour exchange
under various climatic conditions.However, tostudy the effect of climateon the inter-annual
and intra-annual net ecosystem exchange, a one and a half-year period is too short.
Furthermore, data could increase our knowledge of the interaction mechanisms at various
time and spatial scales. This is essential, as eddy covariance point measurements have to be
integrated to the larger landscape, regional and global scale. To assess a larger pool of data
with better certainty, a continuation of long term eddy covariance CO2 measurements is
recommended. Therefore, I highly advocate continuation and extension of long-term eddy
covariancemeasurements projects such asSLIMM,overvariousecosystems.

7.3.Scintillation measurements
Over the past few years the scintillation method to determine the path-average sensible heat
flux density has increased in popularity. A limitation of the current scintillation methods is
that none provide kilometre scale path-averaged sensible heat flux without incorporating
compromising point measurements of the friction velocity and the Bowen ratio The
presumption that such measurements are representative of the entire pathlength of the large
aperture scintillometer usually holds for homogeneous surface cover but may not be valid for
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patchwork terrain. In addition, the application of these types of instruments requires careful
evaluation of their ability to produce reliable measurements of the refractive index structure
parameter. Any additional source of scintillation such as a contribution from absorption
fluctuations caused by water vapour enhances the value of the refractive index structure
parameter andwiththesensibleheatflux density.
The Cr2-profile method has been shown to offer a means of providing spatially
averaged values of the stability and heat and momentum flux densities without incorporating
point measurements of the wind speed or friction velocity. In the comparison of half-hourly
values of sensible heat flux density calculations from the scintillation respectively eddy
covariance technique agreement was within 10%. The comparison of two scintillometer
receivers atz= 10m,one scintillometer systematically underestimated the otherby morethan
5%, despite the careful opto-electronic calibration of the receiver scintillometers in the
laboratory, and field alignment for maximum signal strength. Future research requires further
experimental data for a tighter statistical comparison and effort made to reduce instrument
uncertainties.The advantages thismethodoffers, warrants further improvements.
In aturbulent atmosphere theamplitude of apropagatingbeam of electromagnetic (EM)
energy of wavelength X, can be distorted by refraction and absorption fluctuations. To
quantitatively describe the combined effect of refraction and absorption, acomplex refractive
index, C,,2,isintroduced.Therealcomponent, C„R isduetoscattering andthe imaginary part,
Cnf attributable to the absorption mechanism. The temporal spectral densities of the
logarithmic amplitude fluctuations caused by the real and imaginary parts of the refractive
index as measured by a Large Aperture Scintillometer's receiver is a combined spectrum
where absorption and refractive index fluctuations are both active. The contribution of
absorption shows asanenhancement atthelowfrequency end of thetemporal spectral density
of the log amplitude fluctuations. The transition absorption and refraction is known as the
lowercornerfrequency.
The calculated lower corner frequency varies between 0.071 and 0.36 Hz depending on
the ratio of the imaginary and real part of the refractive-index structure parameter and the
transverse wind speed.Thesefrequencies fit well intheobserved spectra.Nocturnal refractive
scintillations are typically one order of magnitude or less lower than daytime values. If
absorption is ignored, this may have consequences for calculating nocturnal surface fluxes.
During unstable, daytime conditions the large aperture scintillometer is most sensitive to
refractive scintillations. But also under these conditions, the low frequency absorption partof
the spectrum is observable. Consequently, should measurements of fluxes be attempted for
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unstable conditions it may be prudent to take precaution to avoid corruption by absorption
fluctuations by either extending the LAS lower cut-off frequency to 0.1 Hz for unstable
conditions and to 0.5 Hz for near neutral and stable conditions in order to cut out any
absorption or operate the scintillometer at a wavelength outside water vapour absorption
regions.
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SUMMARY
D

•
•

Introduction and objectives
Good comprehension of the energy and mass cycles and their effect on climate dynamics is
crucial to understanding, predicting and anticipating ecological changes due to possible future
climate perturbations. Here direct and long-term flux density measurements of greenhouse
gases from various ecosystems provide means to supply such fundamental knowledge. For the
global water vapour and carbon cycles, however, the interactions between different spatial
scales become important, where extrapolating from canopy flux density measurements to
global budgets lead to practical and theoretical problems. This thesis focuses on the direct and
long-term measurement of surface flux densities and interaction processes at the canopy (< 1
km scale

within the framework of the Surface Layer Integration Measurements and

Modelling (SLIMM) project. Furthermore, some characteristics and limitations of the
scintillation technique are studied in two field experiments in New Zealand.
As indicated in Chapter 1, the first objective of this project was the direct and
continuous long-term measurement of the surface flux densities of radiation, momentum,
heat, water vapour and carbon dioxide (CO2) to study the effect of biological and climatic
processes that regulate carbon dioxide exchange of this ecosystem at the canopy scale. At the
same time these data were used to study the effect of plant related and environmental
conditions on the interaction of carbon dioxide and water vapour exchange, to satisfy the
second objective of the thesis. The third objective focussed on the prospect of obtaining both
the spatial averaged sensible heat flux density and momentum flux density from scintillation
measurements. Generally, a compromising point measurement of the mean horizontal wind
speed or friction velocity is used to calculate the sensible heat flux density from the
temperature structure parameter. By using two scintillometers at two heights, point
measurements to obtain the atmospheric stability can be omitted. Thefourth objective of this
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thesis was to study the influence of absorption fluctuations on the average sensible heatflux
densityderived from thescintillation technique.
Carbondioxideexchangeandtheeffect ofbiologicalandclimatic processes
Carbon dioxide exchange was measured, using the eddy covariance technique, during a one
and a half-year period in 1994 and 1995. The measurements took place over a former true
raised bog, characterised by a shallow peat layer and tussock vegetation dominated by
Moliniacaerulea. Peat soils intheNorthern Hemisphere's wetlandscontain about onethirdof
the worlds carbon pool. Many regions inthe arctic tundra, however, have changed from sinks
tosources for CO2overthepast decadebutthiscan notsimply be generalised.
The growing season extended from May until late October, with a maximum LAI in
August of 1.7.The carbon balance showed a net release of 97 g CO2m~ y~ (265 kg Cha~
y -1 ) from the peat bog ecosystem tothe atmosphere. During June,July and August there was
net consumption of CO2, while during the rest of the year there was net production of CO2.
The maximum daytime net exchange rates were about -0.5 mgC0 2 m~" s" (-11.3 ftmol C0 2
m"2s~')with an average peak exchange rateof-0.2 mgC0 2 m"2s~'(-4.5 (imol CO2nT2 s"'),
in aperiod wheretheLAIranged between 1 and 1.7. Ahigh vapour pressure deficit (>15hPa)
corresponding with high temperature was found to reduce the net CO2 exchange rate by on
average 50%. Apart from these factors, LAI and the soil temperature co-determined the net
exchange of CO2.The total nocturnal respiration during the growing season was within the
same order as the average daytime net photosynthetic rate. Temperature was found to be the
main factor controlling soil respiration, with aQwof4.8.

The effect of plant related and environmental conditions on the interaction of C0 2 and
H 2 0 exchange
The tussock grassland, dominated by Molinea caerulea,was covered with a dense layer of
dead organic material from the previous growing seasons. During the summer months, the
daytime carbon dioxide uptake often showed a single early morning maximum and a decline
in uptake during the rest of the day. Surprisingly, maximum water vapour flux densities were
not greatly reduced. The surface cover and the small value of the leaf area index were the
mainreasonsfor this phenomenon.
The layer of dead organic material acted as an insulating blanket to the transport of
water vapour from the soil to the atmosphere. Furthermore, the canopy was far from closed
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with apeak leaf area index of 1.7 in early August.For both low vapour pressure deficit (< 15
hPa) and high vapour pressure deficit (> 20hPa) at high surface temperatures, the vegetation
showed similar behaviour resulting in a clear reduction of the daytime CO2 uptake.
Temperature was therefore inferred to be main the reason for a reduction in CO2exchange.
Theresponse of the stomatatoatmospheric humidity wasdeduced tobe small possibly dueto
the abundant availability of soil water. Instead transpiration increased with increasing vapour
pressure deficit. The latter was stimulated by the surface temperature, which often exceeded
the optimum temperature for photosynthesis and led to an increase in the atmospheric
evaporative demand.

Thescintillation technique
An optical or electromagnetic wave propagating through a turbulent atmosphere exhibits
fluctuations in intensity known as 'scintillations'. In atmospheric turbulence, fluctuations in
temperature, humidity and pressure cause density fluctuation and with it fluctuations in the
refractive index (n). These refractive index fluctuations cause random refraction and
absorption of electromagnetic (EM) radiation passing through the turbulent atmosphere,
changing the characteristics of the wave. Scintillation of light is related to these phenomena
and is experienced at areceiver asfluctuations in the light intensity caused by interference of
refracted light and absorption of the light. Scintillometers measure the turbulent intensity of
the refractive index fluctuations of the air from the intensity fluctuations of a received signal
expressed intherefractive index structureparameter,C„2.
The measured C„2 value is related to the structure parameters of temperature C7-2,
humidity CQ and a covariant term CTQ, respectively. To calculate the sensible heat flux
density from C„2 compromising point measurements of the Bowen ratio, /}, and friction
velocity, u*, are necessary. Generally, the deficiency in the available spatial measurement of
u* is overcome by using apoint measure of the average wind speed, uand surface roughness,
Zo,butthe necessity for p often remains unresolved.
By using two scintillometers at different heights above the surface, a spatial
measurement of the Obukhov length, L,„ and u* can be derived without incorporating
compromising point measurements of the friction velocity or alternatively the average wind
speed combined with a measure of the roughness length. The presumption that such
measurements arerepresentative of the entire transect usually holds for homogeneous surface
cover but may notbe valid for patchwork terrain.Thetwo-scintillometer technique is referred
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toastheC^-profile method.
Refraction is the result of normal and anomalous dispersion. If, however, the frequency
of the emitted EM wave is close to a resonance frequency (absorption lines) of atmospheric
constituents, like water vapour and carbon dioxide, absorption becomes important. To
quantitatively describe the combined effect of refraction and absorption, acomplex refractive
index structure parameter, C„2, is introduced. Here the phenomenon of absorption is
represented by the imaginary part of the refractive index and is solely determined by single
absorption lines and their corresponding absorption coefficients (pi), resulting in a total
absorption coefficient for a band of lines (Hill et ai, 1980). The absorption line strength is
temperature dependent, whilethe absorption line width is temperature, humidity and pressure
dependent.
The contribution of absorption fluctuations to C„2 is generally neglected, that means to
haveareal component only. Inreality C„2includes both areal part, C„R2,duetorefraction and
an imaginary part, C„/2, attributable to the absorption mechanism. Any additional source of
scintillation such as acontribution from absorption fluctuations could conceivably corrupt the
estimation ofthe sensibleheat flux.
Measuringsensibleheatfluxdensity overpastureusingtheCT2-profile method
Two large aperture scintillometers werepositioned at heights (z)of 10and 1.5 m with beams
propagating horizontally over pasture for distances of 3.1 km and 141 m respectively. From
each scintillometer a half-hourly average value of the path-averaged, temperature structure
parameter (CT) was obtained in unstable atmospheric conditions. The result suggested CT to
scale with height as z~vi . Using the CT - profile method, a path averaged measure of the
Obukhov length (L„) was calculated for each half hour period. L„ was used to determine the
friction velocity and the surface layer temperature scaling parameter, T*. The scintillometer
sensible heat flux density, Hsc,was then calculated from Hsc= —p Cp u* T*. A time series of
half-hourly averaged Hsccompared toHecobtained by the eddy covariance method agreed to
within 10%,withR2 =0.67,for arangeofunstableconditions(-0.2<(z/L„) <-0.01).
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Using a Large Aperture Scintillometer to measure absorption and refractive index
fluctuations
The contribution of refraction and absorption fluctuations to the measured scintillation were
observed for a near-infrared absorption region using a NOAA designed large aperture
scintillometer. The logarithm amplitude spectra were shown todecay with afrequency as^ 873
for both the absorption and scattering mechanism. For the absorption mechanism this is in
line with similar observations made at microwave and infrared frequencies. However, for
finite transmitting and receiving apertures, theory predicts a stronger decay of the scattering
mechanism due to aperture averaging. The spectral shape is characterised by a region of low
frequency absorption, higher frequency refraction separated by a flattish transition zone. The
upper observed corner frequency ifci), compared well with the calculated values using the
measured transverse wind speed (v)for a known aperture radius.The lower corner frequency
(fa) position was shown to be sensitive to the ratio of the real and imaginary part of the
refractive index structure parameter, (C„R 2 /C„/ 2 ) 3/8 and v.The part of the spectrum associated
with the absorption scintillations was observed to be much less than that due to refraction
until theevening when decreasing C„R caused C„R2/C„I2 todecrease and absorption tobecome
significant. If absorption is ignored, this may have consequences for calculating nocturnal
surface heat flux densities. During unstable, daytime conditions the large aperture
scintillometer is most sensitive to refractive scintillations despite having an infrared source
transmitting in a lossy atmosphere. But also under these conditions, the low frequency
absorption partof the spectrum isobservable.
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Introductieen doelstellingen
Om ecologische verandering tengevolge van mogelijke klimaatsveranderingen te kunnen
begrijpen, voorspellen en hierop te kunnen anticiperen, iseen gedegen kennis van de globale
energie- en massakringlopen nodig en de van effecten daarvan op de dynamica van het
klimaat. Aan deze fundamentele kennis wordt bijgedragen door langjarige, directe metingen
van de fluxdichtheid van broeikasgassen boven een verscheidenheid aan ecosystemen. Echter
voor de mondiale hydrologische- en koolstofcyclus gaan interactiemechanismen tussen de
verschillende ruimtelijke schalen een belangrijke rol spelen. Extrapolatie van metingen van
turbulente uitwisseling op gewasniveau naar mondiale schalen leidt tot praktische en
theoretische problemen. Dit proefschrift richt zich op het langjarig, direct meten van
oppervlakte fluxdichtheden en interactieprocessen op gewas- (<1 km), locale- (-1 km) en
landschapschaal (-1 - 10 km) in het kader van het 'Surface Layer Measurements and
Modelling' (SLIMM)project. De landschapschaal heeft vooral aandacht gekregen gedurende
twee korte scintillatieexperimenten in Nieuw Zeeland boven beweid grasland. Hierbij zijn
enigekarakteristieken enbeperkingen vandeze 'remotesensing' techniek geanalyseerd.
De eerste doelstelling van het SLIMM project was het direct en het langjarig continu
meten van de fluxdichtheden van straling, impuls, warmte, waterdamp en koolstofdioxide
(CO2). Deze informatie is gebruikt om de effecten van biologische- en klimatologische
processen op de uitwisseling van CO2 op gewasniveau van een verstoord hoogveen te
bestuderen. Als tweededoelstelling, boden de gegevens de mogelijkheid om de effecten van
plant- en omgevingsfactoren te bestuderen opde interactie tussen deuitwisseling van CO2en
waterdamp. De derde doelstelling omvatte de mogelijkheden en beperkingen van de
scintillatiemethode. Deze techniek heeft de potentie ruimtelijk gemiddelde impuls- en
warmtefluxdichtheid over enkel kilometers te kunnen bepalen. Gewoonlijk is hier naast de
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scintillatiemeting ook een puntmeting van de horizontale windsnelheid, u, of
wrijvingssnelheid, u*,voor nodig om de ruimtelijk gemiddelde warmtestroomdichtheid te
kunnen bepalen uit de temperatuur structuurparameter. Echter door het gebruik van twee
scintillometers optweehoogten,kan debenodigde puntmeting vandeatmosferische stabiliteit
achterwegen gelaten worden. De vierdedoelstelling van dit proefschrift was het bestuderen
van de invloed van absorptiefluctuaties op de warmtefluxdichtheid afgeleid van de
scintillatiemethode.
C0 2 uitwisseling enheteffect vanbiologischeenklimatologische processen
De uitwisseling van CO2 werd gemeten met behulp van de eddy-covariantietechniek
gedurende een periode van anderhalf jaar in 1994 en 1995. De metingen werden uitgevoerd
boven een verstoord hoogveen, gekarakteriseerd door een ondiepe veenbodem met graspollen
gedomineerd door een pijpestrootje (Molinea caerulea)vegetatie. Eenderde van de mondiale
voorraad koolstof ligt opgeslagen in veengebieden ophet noordelijk halfrond. In de afgelopen
decaden, zijn echter veel veengebieden in de arctische toendra veranderd van koolstofput naar
koolstofbron, dat wil zeggen koolstof wordt afgebroken en vrij komt als CO2. Echter deze
resultaten kunnen zomaargegeneraliseerd worden.
In het Fochtelooerveen in Friesland strekte het groeiseizoen van het pijpestrootje zich
uit van mei tot en met oktober, met een maximale dichtheid van het bladoppervlak (LAI)van
1.7inbegin augustus.Dekoolstofbalans lieteen netto verlies van 97 gC0 2 m~2y~' (265kgC
ha-2 y"1) zien van het hoogveen naar de atmosfeer. Gedurendejuni,juli en augustus werd er
netto CO2 geconsumeerd door het ecosysteem, de rest van het jaar werd er netto CO2
geproduceerd. In de periode waarin de LAI tussen de 1en 1.7 lag, werden de hoogste netto
fluxdichtheden gemeten van -0.5 mg C0 2 m~2 s~l (-11.3 H-mol CO2 m~2 s_l) met een
gemiddelde piekwaarde rond de-0.2 mg CO2m~2 s~](-4.5(irnol C0 2 m~2 s~').Bij een hoog
dampdrukdeficiet (>15hPa) gecombineerd methoge lucht-en oppervlakte temperaturen werd
de netto fluxdichtheid met gemiddeld 50% gereduceerd. Naast deze omgevingsfactoren,
waren deLAIen debodemtemperatuur medebepalend voordenetto uitwisseling vanCO2.
De nachtelijke uitwisseling was van dezelfde orde van grootte als netto uitwisseling
gedurende de dag. Temperatuur was de meest bepalende factor voor de bodemrespiratie, met
een temperatuur quotient (Q10) van 4.8. Hierbij neemt bij iedere 10 graden stijging in
temperatuur debodemrespiratie dusmeteen factor 4.8toe.
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Het effect van plant- en omgevingsfactoren op de interactie tussen de uitwisseling van
C0 2 en H 2 0
De pollenstructuur van de pijpestrootje vegetatie, was afgedekt met een dikke laag dood
organisch materiaal afkomstig van de vegetatie van voorgaande jaren. Vaak werd er in de
zomermaanden een bepaald patroon indeCO2opnamewaargenomen. Al vroeg inde ochtend
kwam het tot een maximum in CO2opname doorhet gewas waarna, gedurende derest van de
dag, de opname langzaam terug Hep. Verassend genoeg werd dit patroon niet waargenomen
voor de verdamping. Naar bleek waren de organische laag en de geringe hoeveelheid groen
bladoppervlak dehoofdoorzaken van dit fenomeen.
Het geaccumuleerde organische materiaal vormde een sterk isolerende laag tegen het
transport van waterdamp van de bodem naar de atmosfeer. Bovendien was het gewas verre
van gesloten met een maximale LAI van 1.7 in begin augustus. Beide factoren leidden ertoe
dat bij hoge temperaturen bij zowel een laag (<15 hPa) als bij hoog dampdrukdeficiet (>20
hPa)een soortgelijk gedrag van de vegetatie optrad. Dit resulteerde in een duidelijke reductie
van deCO2opname gedurende dedag.Debepalende factor voor de sterke reductie in deCO2
uitwisseling bleek dusdetemperatuur tezijn. De stomataire reactieopde vochthoeveelheid in
de atmosfeer werd klein beschouwd, waarschijnlijk door de overvloedige hoeveelheid
beschikbaar vocht in de bodem. Daarentegen nam de verdamping toe bij een oplopend
dampdrukdeficiet. Dit laatste werd gestimuleerd door een hoge oppervlaktetemperatuur die
regelmatig de optimumtemperatuur voor fotosynthese oversteeg en leidde tot een verhoogd
dampdrukdeficiet aan het oppervlak.
De scintillatietechniek
Indien een optisch of elektromagnetisch signaal zich voortbeweegt door een turbulente
atmosfeer, dan veroorzaakt dit medium fluctuaties inde intensiteit van het signaal dat bekend
staat onder de naam 'scintillatie'. Bij atmosferische turbulentie veroorzaken fluctuaties in
temperatuur, vochtigheid en druk, dichtheidsverschillen. Deze laatste zorgen voor fluctuaties
in de brekingsindex (n) van de atmosfeer. Hierdoor vindt er breking en absorptie van licht
plaats dat zich in de atmosfeer voortbeweegt. Dit wordt dooreen ontvanger waargenomen als
intensiteitfluctuaties ten gevolge van interferentie (breking) en absorptie van licht.
Scintillometers meten de intensiteit van deze fluctuaties uitgedrukt in de structuurparameter
vandebrekingsindex, C„2.
De gemeten waarde van C„2 is gerelateerd aan de structuurparameters van temperatuur
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CT, vocht CQ en de co-variatie term CTQ-Om de voelbare warmtestroomdichtheid, H, te
bepalen uit C„2 zijn puntmetingen van de Bowen verhouding, /?, en de wrijvingssnelheid
nodig. Gewoonlijk wordt het gemis aan een ruimtelijk gemiddelde u* opgelost door deze te
bepalen uit de horizontale windsnelheid en oppervlakte ruwheid, Zo- De noodzaak van de
Bowen verhouding blijft meestal onopgelost.
Door gebruik te maken van twee scintillometers op twee hoogten kan een ruimtelijk
gemiddelde Obukhovlengte, L,„ bepaald worden zonder hulp van puntmetingen. De aanname
datdezepuntmetingen geldigzijn voorhethelepadvandescintillometer iswellichtjuist voor
homogeneoppervlakten. Echter voor heterogene landschappen is dit nogmaarde vraag.Deze
duo-scintillometertechniek staatbekend onderdenaam CT2- profielmethode.
Breking is het gevolg van normale en anomale verspreiding van licht.Als de golflengte
van licht in de buurt komt van de eigenfrequentie van atmosferische bestandsdelen zoals:
waterdamp enC02, wordtnaastde anomale spreiding van licht, absorptie vanbelang.Omhet
effect hiervan te kwantificeren, is een structuurparameter gei'ntroduceerd, waarin absorptie
weergegeven wordt als het imaginaire deel van de structuurparameter. Deze wordt enkel
bepaald door individuele absorptielijnen en hun corresponderende absorptie-coefficienten
(Pi), resulterend in een totale absorptiecoefficient voor een absorptieband van lijnen. De
absorptielijnsterkte is afhankelijk van de temperatuur, terwijl de absorptielijnbreedte
afhankelijk isvandetemperatuur, devochthoeveelheid endeluchtdruk.
De bijdrage van absorptiefluctuaties aan C„2 wordt gewoonlijk verwaarloosd, dat wil
zeggen alleen het reele deel van de complexe structuurparameter wordt in beschouwing
genomen. In werkelijkheid heeft C,,2naast een reele bijdrage dus ook een imaginair deel.
Deze toegevoegde bron van scintillatie zou de bepaling van de voelbare
warmtestroomdichtheid danigkunnen verstoren.
Hetmetenvanvoelbare warmtebovengrasmetbehulpvande CT2- profielmethode
Twee scintillometers werden horizontaal opgesteld op een hoogte (z) van 10 en 1.5 m. De
horizontale padlengten waren respectievelijk, 3.1 km en 141 m. Voor beide scintillometers
werd een padgemiddelde halfuur waarde voor de temperatuur structuurparameter (CT )
bepaald in onstabiel atmosferische omstandigheden. De resultaten suggereerden dat Cf
schaalt met de hoogte als z~m. Met behulp van deze profielmethode kon een padgemiddelde
halfuur waarde voor de Obukhovlengte afgeleid worden, zonder gebruik te maken van
puntmetingen van de horizontale windsnelheid of wrijvingssnelheid. L„ werd gebruikt om de
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padgemiddelde u* en de temperatuur schalingsparameter, T*, te bepalen. De voelbare
warmtestroomdichtheid, Hsc, kondaarmeeuitgerekend worden metdeformuleHsc=-p Cpu*
T*.Hsc tegen Hec gemeten met behulp van de eddy-covariantie techniek, vertoonde een
afwijking van slechts 10%meteenR2=0.67,vooronstabiele omstandigheden (-0.2<(z/L„)<
-0.01).

Een scintillometer met grote openingshoek, voor het meten van absorptie- en
brekingsindexfluctuaties
Met behulp van een scintillometer met een grote openingshoek (LAS) werden de bijdragen
van refractie en absorptie aan de gemeten scintillatie vastgesteld. De logaritmische amplitude
spectra lieten voor zowelhet refractie- alsvoorhet absorptiemechanismeeen verval zien met
de frequentie (f) als/ ~8/3. Voor het absorptiemechanisme zijn soortgelijke waarnemingen
gedaan in het microgolf en infrarode gebied. Echter voor scintillometers met een eindige
openingshoek voorspeldt de theorie een sterker verval met de frequentie voor
refractiemechanisme ten gevolge van middeling over de openingshoek. De vorm van het
spectrum wordt gekarakteriseerd door absorptie aan de laagfrequente kant van het spectrum,
refractie aan de hoogfrequente kant van het spectrum gescheiden door een platte
overgangszone. Het buigpunt aan de hoogfrequente kant van het spectrum (fci) stemde goed
overeen met de berekende waarden, gebruikmakend van de gemeten windsnelheid (v)
loodrecht op het optische pad en de openingshoek. Het buigpunt aan de laagfrequente kant
van het spectrum (fo) bleek gevoelig te zijn voor de verhouding tussen het reele en
imaginaire deel van de structuurparameter voor de brekingsindex, (C„«2/C„/2)3/8 en v.
Waarnemingen lieten zien dat de bijdrage van absorptiefluctuaties aan het gecombineerde
spectrum gering was ten opzichte van de bijdrage van refractie. Het teruglopen van de
bijdrage van refractie, uitgedrukt in het reele deel van de structuurparameter voor de
brekingsindex (C„R2), tijdens de vroege avonduren veroorzaakte een sterke afname van
CnR/Cni. Hierdoor leverden absorptiefluctuaties een significante bijdrage aan het spectrum.
Indien deze bijdrage verwaarloosd wordt bij het berekenen van nachtelijke
warmtefluxdichtheden, kan dit tot beduidende fouten leiden. Gedurende onstabiele
atmosferische condities is de LAS het meest gevoelig voor refractie scintillaties, ondanks de
infrarode lichtbron en een absorberende atmosfeer. Evenwel zijn ook onder deze
omstandigheden delaagfrequente absorptiefluctuaties zichtbaar inhet spectrum.
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